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°   Ô

»

¶«Âæó§¢ï·µÐÌÄÍðÚÏÀÍ©¬®úÚÂÀÍõ£

¶«Âæó§¢ï·µÐÌÄñÖúâïÌ§íî¬ËÃà½å¢øçÈÖúÌý¼õ¬

¢ã¾ú¬©ÉÚ¤¬ê«Ô÷à´øÉ¬Ç»×¯½ÊÌÄ(§úÃé¢Ì¦Öá¢Ì§¨

úÃéÈ)¢à½åÎþ(ú§âÌ¢çÓÌ¸¢ââÈ)Íøç§°µ³®óÉÄ¢å¯ÌÄ£

ÌÄÄà´Ú¼ÇºûÏâïÌ§ÄÍÛæÉ¬úãÒú±úó§ú§°ÄµÊèó¬È

ÊÃÚÎÃÌ§ÖãÚ§úÏúÏøÔ÷§°¬ÈÐûÚ®ÌïÔù¡ÖÜüÃØàø§ú

Ï¿Ä¢ïÛÏ¦ÃÜ¦¬ÈäÇýµÜ¦¬¹ûÇÚñó§°¢¤÷Íçá»ùÐÜÃ¢

ïÐ§ØøÐÚ·ÍéæÄÅ¢»÷£

ÌÄÀÝ¶ó§¢ïÎÌÌ§ªó·à´¬©ó§¢ïÎÌÄ»ãªóÍÏßªóãÎ

ÄÌ§¹Ã£

ÌÄà´Ä¸¼½ëÇºäÖ³¡ÒúÚâïÌ§Ð¤ÚýÛð´ÄÐ®Ð§ÄéÍ

½¨¬ê¡Öö¢Ð¿Ðú§úÚ¢ï§°ýÌÐÔ°ÚçÄ¯»ÊÐ£úúÄÊâ¬§

°¢èøúâÄÌ§íÛÍ½¨¢ùÝÒúÄÌ§èªÍÖÐõþÓÔû¯¢Äì¢üÕ¬Ô

Ðæ®¢èÆ¬ÔÐ¡Ä¢à´£ªË¬¾ÌÄÉÃË¯ÐâàÖÌ§¨®¤ÄÛÐ÷å

(eclecticism)Ì§íî£

ÌÄÄà´òÇº

1. «¼ùÚÎÃÌ§ +Æãú /øçÄÂÍÌ§£½£Ì§Ðà½åÍøç¼õÄýø¬

ÈÉÄÆïÔÌ§·³ÍÌ§ÖÎ¬ÖãÚ§úöÔ¯§°ÍïÔÙ·¬ÐúÚ¦ú®äÄ
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¨ÎÃÌ§ÍÆãú¨ú§°ªªÇÌ§ÉÜÄØü£ýËÎÃÌ§¬Ì¦ü¦Ó¿Îâ¨

¼¬¦¸¼§úÆÕý·Ä§°½¨Í§°ßÔ£

3. ÚÓ¿ý¢µÄ¬±¬äÖæËÔ§úÁ¢´¢ëÈ¦ÃÜ¦Äàø£¹§úÜÏÃ
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§°¢¤÷Äèª£ø§úÄâï§°¬ØðÇµ¢´½æÄµùî¯¬ØëÔÁ¢ý»¨

¿ÄïÔØÄäëª°á£òË¬Øë¨ýÎÃÚâ¢øÏøÂ¢óà¡à¢Ô§æÚÈ»

µÐ¥¯¥¹ÄÌ§·Ú¬ÅÜ«æáß§úÄý¢µ¢Á¢´¢ëÄ¦ÃÜ¦£

4. ¡Ã±ú¢ïÄ£ûïåòÄåÄäÍù¾÷ªØÄ£¡ÄïÔæ¶¢»ÐÄÉ¢ý

Ëë¤¢øËÔôÏ»âÄãº¬Ô´³Öµúîª÷¬ÆÕÚÝà¼Ð»¨ÈØ»åÃà

ù»ïåæËéæïÍÚï£
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5. äÖ¼ÇÔ§úÄÄ¯ØÊàøÍúÊÄ¯ª¶Ä«Ú£ó§¢ïÎÌ»öÇ»Åï
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ÖåÖ»Ê¨ÄÌ§ò£äûÌÌÄà¦¥ªëÃ÷âàÐ»¨Äô¦£

7. ·°èÆÓÐûÚáß§úïÔ¦ÃÜ¦ö¢¬ëÔÒú§úÄ¡õ·ÚÍµÊèª¬

ö½ÐÄÅ¸»Î½¡ÉÜÉÃ»¥½½¬ç pair work¢group discussion¢debate È¬òÉ

Ã°Îñ±½½(task-based approach)£

8. ¼Ç½§úÎÓó§¢ïÄ¢ù¶¼ÔÄµÊèª¬ýËÚ÷ÌÌÐùèÐ»¨ý¿

ÄàÆÄ¢ù¶¼âÎ½Ä·°â¬¹ØØÚ¶ÛÏÌÌ·ÐÎÕÄ¢ù¶¼íèÆË Test

Yourself¬Ôïú§úì¤¼ÔâÍ£

ÌÄòÜçÂº

¶«Âæó§¢ï·µÐÌÄÉ½ÊÌÄ(¬à½åÌ§Îþ)Íøç§°µ³(´Âíî

ó§¢ïøçÌ§µ³)½¿ÖéÉ£øç§°µ³Öü¨øçÎþ¢Ì¨Ê´¢øÏâÔÍ

Üí½¨Äó¿Ö£

½ÊÌÄÉÔÂÌÌéÉº

ÛÏÌÌ(1—6 á)(¿áÉ 8 ö¥ªéÉ)

ýµÌÌ(1—6 á)(¿áÉ 14 ö¥ªéÉ)

ÄÁÌÌ(ß¶¾)(1—6 á)(¿áÉ 8 ö¥ªéÉ)

ÄÁÌÌ(¨Ã¾)(1—6 á)(¿áÉ 8 ö¥ªéÉ)

ìÙÄÁ(1—6 á)(¿áÉ 8 ö¥ªéÉ)

Ïö÷ÌÌÐ¬1—4á©ÞÁ»ãªóÄ§ú¹Ã¬5—6á©ÞÁÏßªóÄ§ú¹Ã£

°ýÖÌÌàÐ©¤¸¶¹ÃÄÌÄ÷»á£íàÐï¨Öá»¾¬©§úÎâÎ¼¹Ã£

ÛÏ¢ýµÌÌäÐà¦Ä Mp3 ¼ôâÌÍøçÎþ£ìÙÄÁ÷á²äÐú§âÌ£

ýìÙÄÁâ¬÷ÌÌùäÐÌ¦Öá(ÛÏÍýµÌÌ÷á¹äÐçÓÌ¸)£

þþ

þþ

þ

¶«Âæó§¢ï·µÐÌÄÊÀ®êÔ´¬Ü½Ë«úß£¦úÄÕé¶¬Èó»Ð

ªÌý¿Æö¹Ãó§âïàÌÄ¢Õ¨ßÈÌý °®å±úÒ¶æ®ÌÄÍÕ¨ßÈÌý

°®»å±úÒ¶æ®ÌÄ¬¢ñÃ 2003 êÈÏ£ÐÅãÌÄ»È±£2012 ê¬â×ÌÄÙ

ÎÐ¡Ìý¿°®þå±Õ¨ßÈÌý¾ÆúÒ¶æ®ÌÄ£

»ø¬±úÚø½¬çáèóÍËÅàøÚâ®êä²¢úËÞóÄä¯£ÒúÄÃ¢

þÎ¢Ä¯È÷î¨èÂµ¬ýÚÂÄú·ðãÏ«æò°Æø»ÌýÄï²ÚòÝî¢¹¬

÷ªó§ù¡ÎÌÄó§¢ïÌ§ÄïÚý¥Ä®êäàÚ»ÏØîë£Ìý¿Ë°ØÆ©

Ë¶ó§¢ïÎÌÌ§ªó·¬÷ª÷ßÈ§£é¯Ç¢ï¨µ¾Æú¢ïÌ§Ä÷ªÀÝ»

¿°Öä¼Ë¶úÒÐ¤ÚÌýÄïÍ¢¹æ®Ùª(2010 —2020ê)·£øÚ±°ÂÎÆ¬Ò

ÇÔ¶«Âæó§¢ï·µÐÌÄøÐË»ÎÏæ¢¹×¢«æÄÞ©¬¹®üÃØúãÒ

úó§¢ïÌ§ÍÄïÄø»½èª£
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¾ÎÞ©ÄÜå¿êÇºùÝ¶ó§¢ïÎÌÌ§ªó·¬ÚáÖ¢¢ïÚ»æÐØ«

Äù¡Ï¬¨ý«æÞ©¬¹ÂæÌÄüùüÌ§ÄµÊèª¢üùüãó¹Ãß£

¾ÎÞ©ÄØãÇºáí«é¬Äýïí»Ê±µÍéÑÈ»áö¾ÄôÌ§§ûî

ò»«ûÏ±°Ì§µÊÄÎÄÍ·°»æ»ø»úü«ÊÄ¡ÄÍü»ÐÉ§ÄÂÄ·°

Î½»÷û³©¥ªÈóÅò¬¹äüûÏò¥øò»Ê±¹õ¢«òÚÝ¬ö½ãÚ

Ì¢ãÚ§£

¾ÎÞ©Ð¬÷ÌÌàß¾ÅÏæ¢ºðÄ¬È¬ÔÌÄøÐËÏóùÈÄÄ¯£¶ÛÏ

ÌÌ·l—4 á² 64 ªÎÄ¬ËÎüÂË 21 ª¬üÂ¿¬ý 30%»àß¹ùÝ÷ÐÐ¬§Ç

²¶¢ï«èÄ´¡¬¡ÉÜàØ¡ÃË¢«ÐîÚËËÚÄ¿Öö¹½÷áÐ¥£¶ýµÌ

Ì· ¨ó¦ø«ý¦ÄÏÄ¤ÈÓ´Ä500ÖóÒÕéõÌ½250—380Ö¬÷ûËÄÏÄ

Ñ×È¬¬±ÓÚ»áª¼Íïú§úð¥ì¤Ä¢ù¶¼ÔâÍ¬Úï¿ÖÄèÆ²óó

½ãËÙ÷£¶ÄÁÌÌ·(ß¶¾)60% ÔÏÄÄÂÇØÂ¡ÃÄ£¶ÄÁÌÌ·(¨Ã¾)²»

ÏËíàüª«ÊÄÄÂ£¶ìÙÄÁ·ÌÌ¼Ç½§úÎÓó§¢ïÄ¢ù¶¼ÔÄèª¬

Ê±öÓË¿ÖÄÂÄ¤È¬Ëâ¹ÂöË information transfer Í gap filling È¼Ë§úìÙ

ÄÁÜ¦Ä·°Î½£¶ï¨Öá·¾±Íò¬áßÊ¿¬½ãÎ¼¢¹Ã£çñÞ©¤÷Ñ

ÓüêÉ¬÷ÌÌÚþæ«½øæÀ£ÒÇ£û¨ýÒÇÄ¬¦ÍÁÚÍ¯¬ø§ÖÒÇÄ

ãó¹Ãß×Ï»×ßÊ¿Ä«·ÌÄ£

¶«Âæó§¢ï·(Úþæ)µÐÌÄÔÉ´©ó§¢±©ó§¢ª«¦¶ó§¢ÐúÆ

§¼õó§¢ªÏí¤ó§¢Ï©ó§¢äºó§¢Ïªó§¢ÐúËñó§¢Ð½ó§¢÷

²»¨ó§¢«Ïó§¢ªÐÆ¼ó§ÍÕÝó§Äý®»¤ÚÓÂó§¢ïÌ§ÄÊîÌ

Ú¢¢ïÌ§¨ÒÖ¤÷¢¯åà´øÉ¬ÇÒ¢îÝÐ¢îÎÐý»ÌÚÎËÊ£

Úþæô¯°¬Ï£âïÌýöæçøÚ«úª¹Ëóæ£Êí÷éÍÙªù¸á¬Õ

¯½ó¿¦óÄâûÍ¨é¬ªÒÇÄÞ©¢à´á©ËÉ¿ÄÀÝ£ÚË÷ò÷»ÎëÊ

í÷éòù¸áÄ«ú÷ØÄÁß¬òúê¨ýÊþòÚ·Î½ÔÌÄáöúÀ¢¨éÄÁ

ß¬òùÐ¹ÃÍØÄÌÄÄÏ¦Í¬§¬í¾îîÄ´âÍÐ»¬¶ãÇñó»çÈù

Ø»ß¸Ì£Ï£âïÌýöæç¯Çóç¤¢Åê±ç¤¢ÏÍïñ±Üà¢ßÈÌý

Âµ¿»î÷ÎÍðÎàºª¤®¿È¬àê´ªÌÄÄß®¢à´¢öæ¢ªúöËó

¿¤÷¬¢ú¨Ò¢²Ç¾Ëë®Ï÷²Â¤ï 20 àêÄÑË Anthony J. Ward ©¿üÇÚ

ÌÄÄàóýÌÐã¢Ëó¿ÄÄª¬èËúá²»¢òûÇí¾îÐÄ»À£

Ü÷à  îñª
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ÛÏÌÌÛÏÌÌ

ÛÏÌÌÛÏÌÌ

ÛÏÌÌ

àßÄ°

I

¶ÛÏÌÌ·ÇûöµÐÌÄÄ÷ÉÌÌ¬¼Ú¸¼§úÚîë§°ÎÄÄù¡Ï¬ÓÊ¢

ä¢ïªÈÇÈøÐý¢µ¢Á¢´¢ëà½æÄïÔÙ·¬ÅØàø§úÄ¢ïïÔÜ¦

ÍÛÏ¦ÃÜ¦£

¾éÉÃÛÐ÷å(eclecticism)ÄÌ§¨¬ßåö¨Ï¬ÃÄÇùÚ÷âÄÓäë(ý / Á)

½äö(µ / ´)ÛÏµ·ÄÌ§·Ó(A theme-based and comprehensive from-input-to-output train-

ing approach)£

¾Îà´¼ÚºÚ£ÖÐØ«Ä°áÂ¬¹¾ÌÌüûÏ±°Ì§ÄµÊèª¢üã

Ú¹Ã¬ÚÊ¿ÏæýØüÏ»ã¥£

ÛÏ÷½æâûÍ¨é¬à´¢Þ©ÄØãÇº1. ÜåÏÊ±µÍÑÈ»2. ÷ûöð¥

ª÷â»3. ÷û¿ÖÎÄ»4. ÷û³©¥ªÈóÅò¬¹äüûÏò¥øò»5. Ê±¹õ¢

«ò·°ÚÝ¢µÍÑÈ¬öÓÐë¢¥äë¬¢öÓ¦ÃÄ´÷ÚÝ£

ÝË,  «éòÜÜå»ä¬Ê±÷ûóéöçÂº

¶ÛÏÌÌ·² 6 á¬1—4 á©ÞÁ»ãªóÄ§ú¹Ã¬5—6 á©ÞÁÏßªóÄ§ú

¹Ã£¿áäÐà¦ÄÌ¦Öá£

¿áÖ 8 ö¥ª£

¿¥ªè»÷â ( t heme)¬¬¬»÷âÄÎÄ½ª(ý±÷»ª)£¥ª÷âÂ½Âö

Overview »î¬ïú§úüÃØËâ÷âÄ¬å£

¿¥ªÉÄøóÄ 4 ¿ÖéÉº

Part I Î°Ô§º ë÷âàØÄýÜî¯ (Listening Task)

Part II ÎÃ§°º ýÎÄ (Text A) (Reading Task)

Part III ÎâÄÁº ±ÎÄ (Text B) (Home Reading Task)

Part IV ÎÃµùº ë÷âàØÄÛÏÔïÔÙ· (Comprehensive Language Practice)

÷ª¬º1. á°º¡éÖÛ¢£âçÛÈ»

2. ´÷º¦ÃÄ¢µ÷Ä¢ÛöÄ´÷È

¿ö¥ªÄÄö¿ÖéÉ»öÐúÄûå£Part I Í Part III ©§úÎâÔ§(íÐøçÎ

þÍä×¼ôâÌÉ©§úÎâÔ÷§°¹Ã)¬Ï¦»èöÊ±ìé»Ì¦ÃÏ÷ª²Ú¢

Ù·Part IIÍPart IV£

¨é¿ 5 Î±¦í»ö¥ª£«¹Ã±¬÷£ÉùÝßåéöéîÆÕ£

II

¾éª¶ÛÏÌÌ·(Úþæ)ÄÚþá£¾ÎÞ©ü»Ë 5 ªÎÄ(ýÎÄ 3 ª»±ÎÄ 2

ª) ¬¢áíË«¿Ä·°£Ö«ýÞ©ÄéÚ÷¥ªÄÄö¿ÖðòéçÂº

Part I ª¿¥ªá©Ë»ÎëÃ¥ª÷âôÜàØÄ¼ô¬üàØ¡Ã¡ÊÂ¢Ëïò

³°éÜÈæ»ôÈ¿Ö«Ñò§ú»ÐË¤Äèú£ªó§úÏÎ°¤°±ý¢êÉà
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¦Ä After Listening ·°£Ã¼ôÄÄÖåÍ·°ð¸ù½Úéó©Î¼£â»î¯¼Ú¤¢

§°Ë¤¢ý¼§úøë÷â¢ª§°ÎÄöÃ¼¸Ä¬±¬öø§úýÄÜ¦£

Part II ÉýÎÄ¢ÊíÍ·°ý¿ÖéÉ£ÎÄ¢Í¯ÐÅÚÎÄó£úÊÍÌïÄÃ

ß¢½½£·°¿Ö÷ªü¨ÂÐ¸½æº

ÎÄíâ (Comprehension)

¬ÎÄÚÝáÊ(Content Questions)ÍÎÄá¹ (Text Organization)

ïÐàø (Language Sense Enhancement)

¬ÎÄ³Ð¢«¢ñÔ¯õ¢Ä¬ÊÂÈ£³Ð·°¿Ö¬öÓîä·°£

ïÔÙ· (Language Focus)

¿¥ªô¡ö 30 àö£ÃÊ(øóàýªÄ¶Ê)ÍÌï(Words and Phrases to

D r i l l ) ÷ªØãÙ·Ä´ÃÊ¬â»¿Ö·°÷ª§ÆüÇ´øÐ£ÂÖÊã

(Vocabulary)ÍÛÏÔïª·°(Comprehensive Exercises)½¿Ö£¾¥Ë Structure ¿Ö£

ÊãîÂ¬ýÔØãÊïÙ·Ä£èî¿â¬¹Ó÷ÎÄßåéöÖðèÐ

Collocation¢Usage¢Synonyms¢Confusable Words¢Word Family¢Word Formation È

Öî£ÊãîÂÄÚ 1 îîä·°¬ªµÍÑÈ,  öèËôÉÊ©¡î£

ÛÏÔÄïª·°îÂÖÖClozeÍTranslation ½¿Ö£ClozeÉ Text-Related Cloze

(ùÝÎÄÚÝ´É)Í Theme-Related Cloze(ë÷âàØÄÌÄ)éÉ¬Theme-Related

Cloze Â½àöèËôÉÊ©¡Ã¬µÍËÑÈ»Translation ÉÂöÄ¥äëÍ

ÐÄÉÎë(Ðë¢)½¿ÖéÉ£

Part III É±ÎÄ¢ÊíÍ·°ý¿ÖéÉ£¢Í¬ù¯ÐÅÚÎÄó¬ªãÚÔ§¬Ï

°ÔÐöÓ£÷ªúÊÍÌïÃÚàØ³ÄÒÂ½¬Ô½ãÄÁ£äàÄúÊÍÌïÉéÒ

éóÄÊãí(Glossary)£¿Î¡ö 20 öØãÊÍÌï(Words and Phrases to Learn)÷ª´ÃÊ

©Ù·£·°ü¨ÐØÎÄÚÝÄàî¡ñâ¢ÎÄäÓë(¢ëÐ)ÍÊïîäÈ£·°

ð¸à½Úéó£

Part IV Ç»îø»½î¯ÄÛÏÔÚ¢Êµùî¯£üÇÚ§úýËÎ°ý¦·°¢

ý¢±ÎÄÄ§°Í»µÐÄïÔÙ·ó¬ÔàØ÷âÄÚÝ ¢ÊïÍïÔíöÑÐùÆÕ

Ä°áÂøÐÄ£÷ªÉ¡éÖÛÍÎÃ´÷½¿Ö¹É£óßÔ°ßªù¡£ÚþæÏà

ØöÓ Practical Writing(¦ÃÄ)´÷ÄÚÝ¬Ê±¹õËÐ Essay Writing(µ÷Ä¢ÛµÄ

È)ÄÚÝ£éó·°ð¸½¼Ð¬Ð»ª´ÃÄ÷Ä©§úÎ¼£

â»¿ÖÔÚàø§úÄÛÏ¦ÃÜ¦ÁØØª¬¨é²Å 1 Î±£

éÚ´Ä¥ªª»éèÆË½ÝÔí¬©§ú×ÎÔ´°Ã£Ôí´Õó§¢ïÄ¢ù¶

¼ÔîÂâÍèÆ¬ÔãÃ§úð½ì¤äÎ½¬ªñóÎÓó§¢ïÄ¢ù¶¼ÔöÃ¼¸£

é©½Ðýö½¼©Î¼£

¶ÛÏÌÌ·(Úþæ)ÚþáÉîñª¢Äúô£Î÷à¬õÂ÷¢Ô¨¢âþæ¢¶Ç

Îëà´£¢ú¨Ò Anthony J. Ward úà´ÍóÄ£

à ß

2010ê 3Â
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. 2 .        Unit 1  Ways of Learning

U
n
i
t

1

Overview

Which is your favorite way of learning? Would you rather be left to discover

things for yourself or have others guide you? In this unit we look at some very

different types of learning, giving you the chance to consider which you prefer.

We start with the contrast some draw between a Western emphasis on discov-

ery learning to encourage creativity and the traditional Chinese preference for

a more guided approach to developing skills. We finish by looking at how

children can be taught the value of money by putting more control over it into

their own hands, leaving them to learn from experience rather than through

persuasion, through practice rather than preaching.

Ways of Learning

Text  A    Learning, Chinese-Style

Text  B    Children and Money

. 2 .        Unit 1  Ways of Learning
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Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

Here is a story told by an American mother about her son�s way of learning. Let�s listen to what she has to say.

The following words in the recording may be new to you:

tricycle  n. ýÖÅ¤µ

ham radio  µàÞßç¨ plea n. ëó

differential equations  ¢Ö½Ì fellowship n. ±§ð

jet n. çø½Éú rocket n.  ðý

impose � on  «¿ÓÚ ample a.  äãÄ

After Listening

Complete the following statements according to what you have heard.

1. The Chinese child was ____________________________ than her son.

2. The mother tried to _____________________________ to her son, but quickly ______________

___________________.

3. She compares her son’s love for subjects like differential equations and physics to the way

_______________________________.

4. Her son is not good at ________________________, but good at ______________.

5. In conclusion she advises that we should give our children _________________________.

Unit 1  Ways of Learning        . 3 .
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Part II    Reading Task

Text A

Howard Gardner, a professor of education at Harvard University, reflects on a visit to China and

gives his thoughts on different approaches to learning in China and the West.

       Learning, Chinese-Style

11

11

1

                            Howard Gardner

1

For a month in the spring of 1987, my wife Ellen and I

lived in the bustling eastern Chinese city of Nanjing with our

18-month-old son Benjamin while studying arts education in

Chinese kindergartens and elementary schools. But one of

the most telling lessons Ellen and I got in the difference be-

tween Chinese and American ideas of education came not in

the classroom but in the lobby of the Jinling Hotel where we

stayed in Nanjing.

2

The key to our room was attached to a large plastic

block with the room number on it. When leaving the hotel, a

guest was encouraged to turn in the key, either by handing it

to an attendant or by dropping it through a slot into a box.

Because the key slot was narrow, the key had to be posi-

tioned carefully to fit into it.

3

Benjamin loved to carry the key around, shaking it

vigorously. He also liked to try to place it into the slot. Be-

cause of his tender age and incomplete understanding of the

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±(ù¶)ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓøí

¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí¾

¬ÙÊã)

style  /staIl/  n.   manner of doing

things Ðª½½¬çñ

bustle ø /5bÃsl/  vi.  do things in a

hurried and busy way ¦µ¬¼¦

bustling  /5bÃslIN/  a.  full of busy ac-

tivity ±¦Ä¬õÁÄ

elementary /7elI5ment«rI/  a.  basic

ù¾Ä¬õ¶Ä¬ù¡Ä

telling /5telIN/  a.  impressive; effec-

tive  ÑüÄ»Ð¦Ä

lobby  /5l�bI/  n.  (ÃÝÄ)óÃ¬

(«²¡ùëÚ¦Ä)óü

attach  /«5tQtS/  vt.  fasten or join

(one thing to another)  µ¬ù¬

¬Ó

attendantï /«5tend«nt/  n.  þñ±»

Ìß¬æÓ

slotï  /sl�t/  n.   a narrow opening  Á

ì¬ÁÛ

vigorously / 5vIg«r«slI/  ad.   energeti-

cally  Ã¦Ø»«¦äæØ

vigorous  / 5vIg«r«s/  a.

tender /5tend«(r)/ a.  young; gentle

and loving  ê×Ä»ÂáÄ

外
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need to position the key just so, he would usually fail. Ben-

jamin was not bothered in the least. He probably got as

much pleasure out of the sounds the key made as he did

those few times when the key actually found its way into

the slot.

4

Now both Ellen and I were perfectly happy to allow

Benjamin to bang the key near the key slot. His exploratory

behavior seemed harmless enough. But I soon observed an

interesting phenomenon. Any Chinese staff member nearby

would come over to watch Benjamin and, noting his lack of

initial success, attempt to assist. He or she would hold onto

Benjamin�s hand and, gently but firmly, guide it directly to-

ward the slot, reposition it as necessary, and help him to in-

sert it. The �teacher� would then smile somewhat expect-

antly at Ellen or me, as if awaiting a thank you � and on

occasion would frown slightly, as if considering us to be ne-

glecting our parental duties.

5

I soon realized that this incident was directly relevant

to our assigned tasks in China: to investigate the ways of early

childhood education (especially in the arts), and to throw light

on Chinese attitudes toward creativity. And so before long I

began to introduce the key-slot anecdote into my discussions

with Chinese educators.

Two Different Ways to Learn

6

With a few exceptions my Chinese colleagues displayed

the same attitude as the staff at the Jinling Hotel. Since adults

not in the least  not at all
find one’s way  reach a destination

naturally; arrive at ½ï»øë¬

÷ë

bang /bQN/  v.  (cause to) make a
sudden loud noise, esp. by hitting
two things together  ÍÃ¬Í÷

exploratory  /Ik5spl�r«t«rI/  a.  ½÷Ä

harmless /5hAùmlIs/ a.  not likely to
cause harm

phenomenon  /fI5n�mIn«n/  (pl  phe-
nomena /fI5n�mIn«/ or phenomenons)
n.  Öó

initial  /I 5nIS«l/  a.  of or at the
beginning, first   ª¼Ä¬îõÄ

assist  /«5sIst/  v.  help  ïú

reposition  /7riùp«5zIS«n/  vt.  Ää

Ä»Ã

insert  /In5sÎùt/ vt.   put, fit, place (in,
into, between)   åë¬¶ë

somewhat  /5sÃmhw�t/  ad.   to some
degree, a little   Ðã¬Ô¢

expectantly  /Ik5spekt«ntlI/  ad.   Úý

Ø

await /«5weIt/  vt.  (fml) wait for  È
ý¬Èò

occasion /«5keIZ«n/  n.  a particular
time when sth. happens  ±Ì, ¡Ï

on occasion  now and then  Ð±¬

äò

frown  /fraUn/  v., n.  å¼

neglect /nI5glekt/ vt.  give too little
attention or care to  öÓ

parental ï /p«5rent«l/ a.  of a parent
or parents  ¸Ä»¸Ä»¸¸Ä

incident /5InsId«nt/  n.  an event, esp.
one that is unusual, important or
violent Âþ

relevant  /5rel«v«nt/  a.   directly con-
nected with the subject  ÐØÄ¬

ÐâÄ

investigate  /In5vestIgeIt/  v.   try to
find out information about  ÷é»

½¿

throw light on   help people under-
stand (sth.) by providing new infor-
mation (á©ÂÅ¢)ïúíâ

creativity  /7kriùeI5tIvItI/  n.  ´ì¦

anecdote ø /5QnIkd«Ut/  n.  a short
amusing story about a particular
person or event   ¤Å¬óÂ

colleague /5k�liùg/  n. a person one
works with  ¬Â
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know how to place the key in the key slot, which is the ulti-

mate purpose of approaching the slot, and since the child is

neither old enough nor clever enough to realize the desired

action on his own, what possible gain is achieved by having

him struggle? He may well get frustrated and angry

2
 � cer-

tainly not a desirable outcome. Why not show him what to

do? He will be happy, he will learn how to accomplish the

task sooner, and then he can proceed to more complex

activities, like opening the door or asking for the key � both

of which accomplishments can (and should) in due course be

modeled for him as well.

7

We listened to such explanations sympathetically and

explained that, first of all, we did not much care whether

Benjamin succeeded in inserting the key into the slot. He

was having a good time and was exploring, two activities that

did matter to us. But the critical point was that, in the process,

we were trying to teach Benjamin that one can solve a prob-

lem effectively by oneself. Such self-reliance is a principal

value of child rearing in middle-class America

3
. So long as

the child is shown exactly how to do something � whether it

be placing a key in a key slot

4
, drawing a hen or making up for

a misdeed � he is less likely to figure out himself how to

accomplish such a task. And, more generally, he is less likely

to view life � as Americans do � as a series of situations in

which one has to learn to think for oneself, to solve prob-

lems on one�s own and even to discover new problems for

which creative solutions are wanted.

desirable  /dI5zaI«r«bl/  a.   worth

wanting  µÃòùÄ»ÆÄÄ

accomplish  /«5kÃmplIS/  vt.   man-

age to do (sth.)  êÉ(³Â)

accomplishment /«5kÃmplISm«nt/

n. skill; successful completion»

achievement  ìè¬ÅÕ»êÉ»

ÉÍ

in due course    when it is the right

time  ½±ò¬ÚÊ±Ä±ò

sympathetically  /7sImp«5TetIk«lI/  ad.

¬éØ

sympathetic /7sImp«5TetIk/ a.

critical /5krItIk«l/ a. very important;

very serious or dangerous  ÁØØ

ªÄ»£±Ä

effectively /I5fektIvlI/  ad.  Ð§Ø

effective /I5fektIv/ a.

self-reliance /7selfrI5laI«ns/  n.  acting

without asking for support from

others  À¿Ôº¬Ô¦üú

principal /5prIns«p«l/ a.  (rather fml)

main, chief  ÷ªÄ¬×ªÄ

rear /rI«(r)/  vt.  look after until fully

grown up  øý¬§ø

make up for    repay with sth. good,

compensate for  ¹¥¬Ö¹

misdeed /7mIs 5diùd/ n.  a wrong or

wicked act  »ËÐª

creative /kriù5eItIv/  a. r e s u l t i n g

from newness of thought  À´Ä

外
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Teaching by Holding His Hand

8

In retrospect, it became clear to me that this incident

was indeed key � and key in more than one sense. It pointed

to important differences in the educational and artistic prac-

tices in our two countries.

9

When our well-intentioned Chinese observers came to

Benjamin�s rescue, they did not simply push his hand down

clumsily or uncertainly, as I might have done. Instead, they

guided him with extreme facility and gentleness in precisely

the desired direction. I came to realize that these Chinese

were not just molding and shaping Benjamin�s performance

in any old manner: In the best Chinese tradition, they were

ba zhe shou jiao � �teaching by holding his hand� � so much

so that

5
 he would happily come back for more.

10

The idea that learning should take place by continual

careful shaping and molding applies equally to the arts. Watch-

ing children at work in a classroom setting, we were aston-

ished by their facility. Children as young as 5 or 6 were paint-

ing flowers, fish and animals with the skill and confidence of

an adult; calligraphers 9 and 10 years old were producing

works that could have been displayed in a museum. In a visit

to the homes of two of the young artists, we learned from

their parents that they worked on perfecting their craft for

several hours a day.

Creativity First?

11

In terms of attitudes to creativity there seems to be a

reversal of priorities: young Westerners making their boldest

retrospectï /5retr«Uspekt/ n.  review

of a past course of events  ØË

in retrospect ØË

artistic /Aù5tIstIk/  a.  relating to art

ÕõÄ

well-intentioned /7welIn5tenS«nd/  a.

having good intentions  ÃâÄ

intention /In5tenS«n/ n. purpose  â

¼

observer /«b5zÎùv«(r)/  n.   Ûìß¬

Ûì±

come to sb.’s rescue  help sb. who

is having problems or difficulties

clumsily /5klÃmzIlI/ ad. awkwardly and

ungracefully  ¿¾Ø

clumsy /5klÃmzI/ a.

facility /f«5sIl«tI/  n. (fml) ability to

do sth.  easi ly and well ;  (pl )

equipment, aids, etc. which make it

easy to do things   ì·¬éÉ»

è¸¬è©

gentleness /5dZentlnIs/ n.  the qual-

ity of being gentle  áá»ÅÅ

mold /m«Uld/ vt. make (sth.) into a

particular shape or form   Üì

performance /p«5f�ùm«ns/  n.  the

process of doing a job; the staging

of a play, concert, etc.  Ðª¬í

Ö»íÝ¬Ýö

tradition /tr«5dIS«n/  n. a very old

custom   «³

continual /k«n5tInjU«l/  a.   happen-

ing again and again, repeated »Ï

Ä¬»ÙØ´Ä

apply /«5plaI/  vi.   ÊÃ»êë

calligrapher /k«5lIgr«f«(r)/  n. é¨Ò

work on / at  try hard to produce or

improve (sth.) ÓÂ

craft /krAùft/  n.   skill, esp. with one’s

hand   ÖÕ»¤Õ

reversal /rI 5vÎùsl/ n. a complete

change of order, direction, or posi-

tion  
ß¹

priority /praI5�r«tI/ n.   sth. that one

must do before anything else; sth. that

holds a high place among competing

claims ÅÈ¼ÇÄÂ»Øã

bold /b«Uld/ a.   brave and confident,

daring  ÂÒÄ¬ó¨Ä
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departures first and then gradually mastering the tradition;

and young Chinese being almost inseparable from the

tradition, but, over time, possibly evolving to a point equally

original.

12

One way of summarizing the American position is to

state that we value originality and independence more than

the Chinese do. The contrast between our two cultures can

also be seen in terms of the fears we both harbor. Chinese

teachers are fearful that if skills are not acquired early, they

may never be acquired; there is, on the other hand, no com-

parable hurry to promote creativity. American educators fear

that unless creativity has been acquired early, it may never

emerge; on the other hand, skills can be picked up later.

13

However, I do not want to overstate my case. There is

enormous creativity to be found in Chinese scientific, tech-

nological and artistic innovations past and present. And there

is a danger of exaggerating creative breakthroughs in the West.

When any innovation is examined closely, its reliance on pre-

vious achievements is all too apparent (the �standing on the

shoulders of giants� phenomenon

6
).

14

But assuming that the contrast I have developed is valid,

and that the fostering of skills and creativity are both worth-

while goals, the important question becomes this: Can we

gather, from the Chinese and American extremes, a superior

way to approach education, perhaps striking a better balance

between the poles of creativity and basic skills?

1176 words

departure /dI5pAùtS«(r)/  n. action dif-
ferent from (what is usual or
expected); an act of leaving ³ë»

ö¢¬ëª

inseparable  /In5sep«r«bl/  a.   impos-
sible to separate from sth. else   »
ÉÖëÄ

evolve /I5v�lv/  v.   (cause to) develop
gradually   (¹)ð½¢¹

summarize /5sÃm«7raIz/  vt. make a
short account of the main points of
(sth.)  Üá¬Åö

originality /«7rIdZI5nQlItI/  n.  the qual-
ity of being new and different from
anything existing Â±»À´Ô

independence /7IndI5pend«ns/  n. the
state of being free or not controlled
by another person, country, etc.   À
¢»Ô÷

contrast / 5k�ntrAùst/  n.
/k«n5trAùst/  v.  îì¬ÔÈ

harbor /5hAùb«(r)/  vt. keep (sth.) se-
cretly in one’s mind ³Ð

fearful  /5fI«fUl/  a. (fml)  afraid ¦Â

Ä¬£ÄÄ

(on the one hand …) on the other
hand  (»½æ¬)í»½æ

comparable /5k�mp«r«bl/  a.  fairly
similar; equal to sth. in quality or
importance àÆÄ»ÉÈÄ

promote /pr«5m«Ut/  vt. help to grow
or develop   Ùø¬Æø

emerge /I5mÎùdZ/  vi.   come out   öÖ

pick up gain; learn  ñÃ»§á

overstateï /7«Uv«5steIt/  vt.  state too
strongly  «²ÃýÖ¬ äó

enormous /I5n�ùm«s/  a.   extremely
large  ÞóÄ»«óÄ

technological /7tekn«5l�dZIk«l/  a.   ¼
õÄ¬¤ÕÄ

innovationï  /7In«(U)5veIS«n/  n.   (an
example of) the introduction of sth.
new ïÂ»ÂÂï

exaggerate /Ig5zQdZ«reIt/  v.   make
(sth.) seem larger, better, etc. than
it really is   äó¬äÅ

breakthrough  /5breIkTruù/  n.   an
important event or discovery  »Æ

valid /5vQlId/  a.   based on truth or
sound reasoning   ÐùÝÄ

foster ï / 5f�st«(r)/  vt.   help the
growth and development of  àø

worthwhile /7wÎùT5waIl/  a.   worth
doing, worth the trouble taken   µ
ÃÄ

superior  /sjuù5pI«rI«(r)/  a.   better
than average or than others of the
same type   Å¼Ä»ÏÃÄ

外
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Proper Names

Howard Gardner / 5haU«d 5gAùdn«/ ôªÂ¤ÓÂÉ

Nanjing  / 5nQn5dZIN/ Ï©

Jinling / 5dZIn5lIN/ Hotel ðê¹ê

Notes

1.  This text is taken from Barnet & Stubbs�s Practical Guide to Writing with

Readings, 7th edition, 1995.

2.  He may well get frustrated and angry: He is likely to get frustrated and

angry. (You use �may well� when you are saying what you think is likely

to happen, e.g. It may well rain tonight.)

3.  middle-class America: In America, the middle class refers to the class of

people between the very wealthy class and the class of unskilled labor-

ers and unemployed people. It includes business people, professional

people, office workers, and many skilled workers.

4.  whether it be placing a key in a key slot: In formal English, the subjunc-

tive mood is used occasionally in whether-clause.

5.  so much so that: to such an extent that, e.g. He was very weak, so much

so that he could not walk.

6.  the �standing on the shoulders of giants� phenomenon: �Dwarfs stand-

ing on the shoulders of giants� is a Western metaphor meaning �one

who develops future intellectual pursuits by understanding the research

and works created by notable thinkers of the past�. First recorded in

the 12th century, it was later famously used by the 17th-century scien-

tist Isaac Newton who wrote it as: If I have seen a little further it is by

standing on the shoulders of Giants.
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ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from question 7,

change roles. When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions

to you to check your progress.

1. What were the author and his wife doing in Nanjing in the spring of 1987?

2. What was their son Benjamin fond of doing during their stay at the Jinling Hotel?

3. How would Chinese staff members of the hotel respond to Benjamin’s attempt

to place the key into the slot?

4. Why did the author decide to work the key-slot anecdote into his discussions

with Chinese educators?

5. What did his Chinese colleagues think of the key-slot incident?

6. What did the author emphasize in presenting his views about the incident?

7. What does the author mean by saying this incident was key in more than one sense?

8. In what way does the author associate the key-slot incident with “teaching by

holding his hand”?

9. What examples does the author give to illustrate childhood education in the arts

in China?

10. How do Americans and Chinese differ in their attitudes to creativity?

11. What makes them take different positions on the question of creativity?

12. What suggestion does the author make about seeking a better approach to fos-

tering skills and creativity?

Now switch roles. 外
教
社
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N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

1. Like most essays, the

text is made up of a

beginning, a middle, and

an end. The following

questions are meant to

help you get a clear un-

derstanding of the or-

ganization of the text.

1) What does the text begin with?

_____________________________________________________

2) In the middle (the body) of the text the author gives his thoughts on

an incident he found interesting. What are his thoughts mainly about?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3) How does the author wind up the text?

_____________________________________________________

2. The text is, in a way,

developed by analysis

using comparison and

contrast. Simply put, a

comparison brings out

the similarities between

two or more things of

the same kind, while a

contrast focuses on the

differences between

them. In a comparison

and contrast essay, you

spend more time either

c o m p a r i n g  o r

contrasting, depending

on your purpose. In the

case of this text, the

emphasis is on contrast.

Now write down differences in approaches to learning between

the Chinese and Americans:

Points for Comparison / Chinese Americans

Contrast

1) ways to learn to _______________ ______________

accomplish a task _______________ ______________

_______________ ______________

_______________ ______________

2) attitudes to creativity _______________ ______________

and skills _______________ ______________

_______________ ______________

_______________ ______________

_______________ ______________

外
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2. Read aloud the poem.

        Working Class

Tanya Dlinn

What a mess said Miss Mawgan

One cold and rainy day

So I said we�d work together

As we can�t go out to play

So I tidied up the bookshelf

While Jack sorted out the pens

Charmain�s drawer was very messy

But not as bad as Ben�s

Shaun tidied up the cardboard

Sophie sorted out the paper

Mr Goodhall put our pictures up

Using his big stapler

1

And when we all had finished

And the class looked very clean

We all were given merits

For working as a team

Í¯Î

     ¹Ç¤ÒÖ÷

Ã»¬ìÒªù¡ãµ

»öõääÄÂêì

ÚÇÒµÛÇ»ð¯Ö

È»ÛÇ»¨ö¥æ

ÚÇÒûíéÜ

ÜËÑÖÊíÃ

é×²ÄéëÒÃ»º

»ý¹»¾ÄÇ´ã

¤÷ûí½å

ÕÆÑ½Åë

ÅÂÀûÈúÒðËÒÇÄ

ÃûÇóóÄ©éú

ÈÒÇ«¼Õ°ê

ÌÒïæÇÉ»ûë

ÒÇËËÜ½íï

òªóïùëÄ¦

1 stapler n. ©éú

Language Sense Enhancement

1. Read aloud paragraphs

12 � 14 until you have

learned them by heart.

Then try to complete

the  passage  f rom

memory.

One way of ____________________ (1) the American position is to

state that we _________ _____________ _______ _______________ (2)

more than the Chinese do. The ____________ ____________ (3) our two

cultures can also be seen  _______ ___________ _______ (4) the fears

we both ______________ (5). Chinese teachers are _____________ (6)

that if skills are not acquired early, they may never be acquired; there is,

on the other hand, no __________________ (7) hurry to _____________

______________ (8). American educators fear that unless creativity has

been acquired early, it may never ________________ (9); on the other

hand, skills can be _____________ ________ (10) later.
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3. Read the quotations.

Learn them by heart if

you can.

What one knows is, in youth, of little moment; they know enough

who know how to learn.                                 � Henry Adams

»öËêá±§¶àÙÞØôª»®Ã§°®ÀãÓ£

ªªàû¤Ç±¹

Be curious always! For knowledge will not acquire you; you must

acquire it.                                                           � Sudie Back

À¶£ÖÃæÄ!òªª¶»á´Òã»ãØëÔº¥°

ó£                                    ªªÕÒ¤ÍË

The universe is full of magical things patiently waiting for our wits

to grow sharper.                                               � Eden Phillpotts

ó§ÀçäúËñæ®ï¬ÍÄØÈýÅÒÇÄÄÇä

Ãúæôñ£                         ªªÁÇ¤ÑûêÄ

The whole art of teaching is only the art of awakening the natural

curiosity of young minds for the purpose of satisfying it afterwards.

                                � Anatole France

ÌýÄ«¿ÕõÍÇ«×¡ÄéÐìúÄÃæÄ½ÑÔ

ãÚÕó¹äúãÄÕõ£           ªª¢ÎÐû¤¨Ê¿

4. Read the humorous

stor y for fun.  You

might need to look up

n e w  w o r d s  i n  a

dictionary.

While visiting my brother and sister-in-law, I was sur-

prised to find Lee, my young nephew, helping them bake

cupcakes. After they were done, my sister-in-law allowed him

to put the icing on. When he had finished,

he brought them to the table for our

approval. �The cupcakes look beautiful,

Lee,� my brother said. �How did you get

them iced so evenly?� My nephew replied,

�I licked them!�
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Language Focus

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently used

in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of exercises to

help you learn how to use them.

Words and Phrases to Drill

accomplishaccomplish

accomplishaccomplish

accomplish

applyapply

applyapply

apply

ass i s tass i s t

ass i s tass i s t

ass i s t

attachattach

attachattach

attach

awaitawait

awaitawait

await

boldbold

boldbold

bold

continualcontinual

continualcontinual

continual

contrastcontrast

contrastcontrast

contrast

creativecreative

creativecreative

creative

criticalcrit ical

crit icalcrit ical

crit ical

departuredeparture

departuredeparture

departure

desirabledesirable

desirabledesirable

desirable

emergeemerge

emergeemerge

emerge

enormousenormous

enormousenormous

enormous

evolveevolve

evolveevolve

evolve

exaggerateexaggerate

exaggerateexaggerate

exaggerate

init ialinit ial

init ialinit ial

init ial

insertinsert

insertinsert

insert

invest igateinvest igate

invest igateinvest igate

invest igate

neglectneglect

neglectneglect

neglect

occasionoccasion

occasionoccasion

occasion

performanceperformance

performanceperformance

performance

phenomenonphenomenon

phenomenonphenomenon

phenomenon

principalprincipal

principalprincipal

principal

prioritypriority

prioritypriority

priority

promotepromote

promotepromote

promote

relevantrelevant

relevantrelevant

relevant

somewhatsomewhat

somewhatsomewhat

somewhat

summarizesummarize

summarizesummarize

summarize

superiorsuperior

superiorsuperior

superior

validvalid

validvalid

valid

worthwhileworthwhile

worthwhileworthwhile

worthwhile

find one�s wayfind one�s way

find one�s wayfind one�s way

find one�s way

in due coursein due course

in due coursein due course

in due course

in retrospectin retrospect

in retrospectin retrospect

in retrospect

make up formake up for

make up formake up for

make up for

not in the leastnot in the least

not in the leastnot in the least

not in the least

on occasionon occasion

on occasionon occasion

on occasion

on the other handon the other hand

on the other handon the other hand

on the other hand

pick uppick up

pick uppick up

pick up

throw light onthrow light on

throw light onthrow light on

throw light on

work onwork on

work onwork on

work on

N          Vocabulary

promote summarize make up for investigate

performance not � in the least initial on occasion

emerge critical phenomenon insert

attach in retrospect await in due course

1) To use the machine, first ______________ the correct coins, then

select(ô¡)the drink you want and press the button.

2) Professor Smith translated not only from the French but also,

________________, from the Polish.

3) Food chemists will _________________ the health food(£¡³

·)on sale to see if it really does give the benefits claimed.

I.

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.
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4) __________________, it was the wrong time to open a new data

processing(ýÝ¦í)center in this city.

5) My ____________ reaction to the news was relief, but as I thought

more about it I began to feel angry.

6) A full understanding of mathematics is sufficient to explain a wide

variety of natural ________________.

7) Make sure the label(ê©) is firmly ______________ to the parcel

(üü) before you mail it.

8) My boyfriend bought me dinner to ________________ being late

the day before.

9) The committee _________________ a decision from the head of-

fice before it takes any action.

10) The little girl did ________ seem to be _________________ fright-

ened of being left by herself in the house.

11) The WTO (= World Trade Organization Àç³×é¯) is in-

tended to _______________ trade among its member states.

12) When the moon _______________ from behind the clouds I made

out a figure moving in the distance.

2. Rewrite each sentence

wi th  the  word  or

phrase in brackets,

keeping  the  same

meaning. The first

part has been written

for you.

1) The standard of living in the north of the country is strikingly dif-

ferent from that in the south.                                                        (contrast)

There is _______________________________________________

______________________________________________________

2) It is said that synthetic fiber(ÏÉË¬)is not as good as natural

fiber.                                                                                                   (superior)

Natural fiber ___________________________________________

______________________________________________________

3) The city’s growth in importance as a financial center has been

slow.                                                                                                   (evolve)

The city’s importance ____________________________________

______________________________________________________

4) There is no connection between his nationality and whether he is a

good lawyer.                                                                                    (relevant)

His nationality __________________________________________

______________________________________________________

5) Some English magazines have printed the poems by a little-known

sixteenth-century Italian poet.                                             (find one’s way)

The poems _____________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

American educators fear that unless creativity has been acquired early, it

may __________; on the other hand, skills can __________ later. (pick

up, emerge)

American educators fear that unless creativity has been acquired early, it

may never emerge; on the other hand, skills can be picked up later.

1) Chinese isn’t a subject that can __________________ in a month. You

______________________ your goal of mastering the language unless

you work at it for years. It sounds as if I ____________________ the

difficulties, but the fact is I’m only telling the truth.

(accomplish, pick up, exaggerate)

2) The principal is __________________ disappointed with __________

_________________ of the children. From what she has gathered,

some of the teaching staff _____________________ their pupils. She

has just announced that strict work regulations have been made and

that ___________________ both Chinese and overseas teachers.

(apply, somewhat, neglect, performance)

3) The teacher-directed and the child-directed approaches to teaching

art represent two extremes of opinion. Too many teacher-directed

activities cannot be expected to effectively ___________ children in

learning because of the rigid structure. _________________________,

too many child-directed activities may see a curriculum(ÎÌ)that is

totally unstructured and out of control. There __________________

reasons to believe a teacher-guided approach would be _____________

way to guide children’s development. This approach combines some

form of structure with the child leading the direction.

(assist, superior, on the other hand, valid)

3. C o m p l e t e  t h e

sentences, using the

words or phrases in

brackets. Make addi-

t i o n s  o r  c h a n g e s

where necessary.

1. continual:

  

  

 The word describes separate actions which are repeated over

a period of time.

e.g. Learning should take place by continual careful shaping and molding.

continuous:

  

  

 The word indicates that an action carries on without stop-

ping or interruption.

e.g. The ticking of the watch is continuous.

II. Confusable Words

The list of words that may

cause confusion in use

shou ld  be  ca re fu l l y

studied.

外
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2. principal: The word can be used as both an adjective and a noun.

The principal thing or person in a group is the most important one.

The

  

  

 principal of a school or college is the person in charge of it.

e.g. Self-reliance is a principal value of child rearing in middle-class America.

The principal

  

  

 character in the play is a young artist.

Andrew Franks is the principal of Beloit High School.

principle: The word is only used as a noun.

A principle is a basic rule that explains or controls how something works

or a guiding rule for behaviour.

e.g. These machines work on the same principle.

Mr. Ward is a man of high principles.

Now put a proper word

into each gap in the

sentences.

1. continual    continuous

1) I’ve had _______________ problems with this computer ever since

I borrowed it from a friend.

2) Gas central heating provides instant warmth and a ______________

supply of hot water.

3) Your _______________ interruptions are making it very difficult

for me to concentrate.

4) The traffic was awful, a _______________ line of vehicles ex-

tending as far as the eye could see.

2. principal   principle

1) The _______________ aim of the policy is to bring peace to the

area.

2) His _______________ interest in life was to become the most out-

standing genetic engineer in Europe.

3) A bicycle or a motorcycle is built on the same _______________,

though the force that moves them is different.

4) He never allowed himself to be bullied (þÅ)into doing anything

that went against his _______________.

5) Complaints from the students began arriving at the __________ ’s

office.

外
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III. Usage

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the passage

with words chosen

from the Words and

Phrases to Drill box.

C h a n g e  t h e  f o r m

where necessary.

Is there a ____________ (1) between learning styles in China and

the West? While we should be careful to avoid ________________ (2)

the differences, they do appear to exist. In China, for example, greater

______________ (3) is given to developing skills at an early age. The

Americans, _____ ______ __________ _________ (4), place more em-

phasis on ________________ (5) creativity in young children, leaving

them to _________ _______ (6) skills later. American parents tend to

avoid rushing in to _______________ (7) their children as they try to

________________ (8) a task, thinking it better that children should

learn to solve problems by themselves. Such an approach can, ______

____________ (9), be mistaken for ______________ (10) one’s paren-

tal duties by those more used to “teaching by holding the hand.” Both ap-

proaches have their disadvantages as well as advantages, and it may

well be _________________ (11) to search for a ______________ (12)

method that would combine the best of both worlds.

Subject or object emphasizers:Subject or object emphasizers:

Subject or object emphasizers:Subject or object emphasizers:

Subject or object emphasizers: oneself, by oneself, on one�s own

You can use reflexive pronouns(´íúÊ) to emphasize subjects or

objects.

e.g. The child

  

  

 himself figured out how to accomplish the task.

I don�t like a heavy meal at lunchtime myself.

In his open letter to the staff of the school, John criticized the principal

herself.

You can also emphasize that someone did something without any help by

using reflexive pronouns, a reflexive pronoun after by, or the phrase on

one�s own.

e.g. One can solve a problem effectively oneself / by oneself / on one�s own.

Fill in each gap in the sen-

tences with an appropri-

ate word or phrase from

the above list. In some

cases, more than one

choice is possible.

1. Doctors _________________ are the first to admit that the treatment

has side effects.

2. I saw the minister of education __________________ in the VIP lounge

(óöü)at the airport.

3. Look, Dad, she drew this beautiful bird _________________________.

4. We’ve checked the wiring and the aerial(ìß) so the problem may

have to do with the television ________________________.

5. We’ve often made that mistake ________________________.

6. Did you fix the computer ____________________________________?

N

Comprehensive Exercises
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The real challenge to us teachers is combining the best of both

worlds into one. Creativity and basic skills need to be considered in

terms of being means to an _________ (1), rather than simply as ends

in themselves. Some Chinese students may not ____________ (2) well

in hypothetical(ÙèÄ)settings, but when it comes to _________ (3)

real life challenges and issues, they are more than _____________ (4)

in resolving most of them, ______________ (5) as they are with their

strong skills. The U.S. system may be ______________ (6) to aim more

at producing top of the cream students, but that ______________ (7)

may do damage to the big bulk of the ___________ (8) of the student

body. The Chinese education system is _________________ (9) not

perfect, but it does produce a _______________ (10) workforce. And

I truly believe that solid basic knowledge/skill focus is the single big-

gest force driving the rise of China as a country.

postponing perform competent definitely solved

designed fortunate approach facing practically

quality equipped rest purpose end

II. Translation

1. Translate the sen-

tences into English,

using the words or

phrases in brackets.

1) ³ë«³èª«óÄÂø£ (departure, enormous)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2) À·ý¥Üïó¬«âÎ´Ç£ÂÒÜÚó¥ãÚæ°Ï¨í

ÝË£ (performance, bold)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3) ÜàÌýÒÏªÓ¡àø¢ÓÄ´Â«ñÇÜÉ¡Ä£ (creative,

desirable)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

4) Ùè(assume)Çù·µÇû÷(masterpiece)¬ãõÃµÃºò

ð¿(worthwhile)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

5) çûâ©ýÝ³ÆÏÇ¾Ã¡ÅÄ¬Çü«áïúÒÇÏ¶ý

Ú÷éÄÊâ£ (throw light on, investigate, valid)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2. Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got

its main idea, and then

select one appropriate

word for each gap

from the box follow-

ing the passage.
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ªáßÒÇÄ¢ï®½¬ØüÇàÁ¢à´¢àý¢àµ£Ë

â¬¡ÉÜà³ì»©ÃÄÂ²®ÖØª£çûãÔÓï»Ð¢

æó¿ÃÄ¢ïÄÂ¬ãÍ»ÜÃ¢ïÔÉØíïÔºÄ¼ë£

»ß§»ßÜáé²ÜÐïú¬òªâùö¬ÒÇÍÜã÷×

ÄÖ§°½¨ÇüÐ§Ä¬Ü»úúîíëÄ§û£»ªÒÇá

Ö¬¦§°¬½±òÒÇÍáêÉÆÕ¢ïÄÎñ£

summarize accomplish in due course work on

enormous critical desirable

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words and phrases

given.

外
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Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

Finding a way of teaching children to appreciate the value of money can be a problem. Yet the

solution, David Owen suggests, is simple � just open a bank. Easier said than done? Well, it turns

out to be not quite so difficult as it sounds, as you�ll discover in reading about the First National Bank

of Dave.

Children and Money

1

                           

                                  

                                  

                 David Owen

1

Parents who decide that the time has

come to teach their children about money

usually begin by opening savings accounts.

The kids are attracted at first by the notion

that a bank will pay them for doing nothing,

but their enthusiasm disappears when they

realize that the interest rate is tiny and,

furthermore, their parents don�t intend to

give them access to their principal. To a kid,

a savings account is just a black hole

2
 that

swallows birthday checks.

2

Kid: �Grandma gave me twenty-five

dollars!�

Parent: �How nice. We�ll put that

check straight into your savings

account.�

Kid: �But she gave it to me! I want it!�

Parent: �Oh, it will still be yours. You

just have to keep it in the bank so

that it can grow.�

Kid (suspicious): �What do you mean

by �grow�?�

Parent: �Well, if you leave your

twenty-five dollars in the bank for

just one year, the bank will pay you

seventy-five cents. And if you leave

all of that in the bank for just one

more year, the bank will give you

another seventy-five cents plus two

and a half more cents besides.

That�s called compound interest

3
.

It will help you go to college.�

New Words and Expressions

account  /«5kaUnt/  n. arrangement made with a bank

to pay in or take out money; description   Ë¬Ë

§»èö¬Çö

notion /5n«US«n/  n.   an idea   Ûî¬ë¨

furthermore /7fÎùD«5m�ù(r)/  ad. in addition, more-

over  Ëâ¬øÒ

intend  /In5tend/  vt. have in mind as a purpose or

plan  òã

swallow /5sw�l«U/  vt.  cause (food or drink) to go

down one’s throat ÌÂ¬Ì»

compound /k�m5paUnd/  a.  ´ÏÄ

vt.  ¹´Ï¬¹ÏÉ
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3

The main defect in such saving

schemes is that there�s nothing in them

for the kids. College is a thousand years

away, and they probably think they�d just

as soon stay home anyway

4
. Indeed, the

true purpose of such plans is usually not

to promote saving but  to  prevent

consumption. (1) Appalled by what their

children spend on candy and video games

(or, rather, appalled by the degree to which

their children�s overspending seems to

mimic their own), parents devise ways to

lock up their children�s resources. Not

surprisingly, kids quickly decide that large

sums aren�t real money and that all cash

should either be spent immediately or

hidden in a drawer.

4

To avoid this problem with my two

children, I started my own bank. It�s called

the First National Bank of Dave. I set up

an account for each child, using the same

computer program I use to keep track of

my checkbook. Because I wanted my kids�

deposits to grow at a pace that would hold

their attention, I offered an attractive in-

terest rate � five per cent a month. (2)

Compounded, that works out to an an-

nual rate of more than 70 per cent. (No, I

don�t accept deposits from strangers.) Al-

lowances are deposited automatically on

the first day of each month. The kids can

make other deposits, or withdrawals,

whenever they like.

5

The Bank of Dave, which has been

in operation four years, instantly turned

both my children into keen savers. My

son still comes to me with change he has

found on the floor of the car, saying, �And

credit this today.� Both kids� accounts

grew so fast that after two years I had to

roll back my monthly interest rate to three

per cent. The kids protested when I an-

nounced the change, but they nodded sol-

emnly when I explained that the law of

supply and demand applies even to the

supply of money.  The kids help me cal-

culate their interest � a useful lesson in

averaging and percentages. (3) I give them

unlimited access to their funds, no

defect /5diùfekt/ n.  shortcoming   ±Ý¬±ã

scheme /skiùm/  n.  a plan for achieving sth. Æ®¬

½¸.»õ±

consumption /k«n 5sÃmpS«n/ n.   the act of

consuming; the amount consumed  ûÑ(¿)

appallø /«5p�ùl/ vt.  shock deeply   ¹ª§

video /5vIdI«U/ n.,a.   ¼ñ(Ä)

devise /dI5vaIz/ vt. think out; invent   ëö¬èÆ»

¢÷

lock up  put (money) in a business so that you can

not easily use it; fasten or secure with a lock  ø

¨»ø¡

resource  /rI 5s�ùs/  n. (usu. pl) all the money,

property, skills etc. that you have; land, minerals

etc. that exist in a country Æ¦»Ê´

keep track of  follow the development of; keep in

touch with úÏÄ¢¹»ë£Öªµ

deposit /dI5p�zIt/  n.  a sum of money paid into a

bank account   æî

v. put (money) into a bank account  ¢î

pace /peIs/  n. speed or rate of development,

movement, etc. ÙÈ

annual  /5QnjU«l/  a.  happening or done every year

or once a year   ¿êÄ»»ê»ÎÄ

allowance /«5laU«ns/ n.  ãÃ®»òù

withdrawalø /wID5dr�ù«l/ n.   áî

operation /7�p«5reIS«n/ n. the work or activities of a

business ËÐ¬Ëª

protest  /pr«5test/  v. express strong disagreement or

disapproval about (sth.); say firmly that sth. is

true, esp. when you have been accused of sth.  ¹

é¬´Ô

percentage /p«5sentIdZ/ n.  ÙÖÈ¬ÙÖÊ

fund  /fÃnd/  n.  (usu. pl)  sum of money saved or for

a particular purpose æî»ùð; ¨î
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questions asked, and I provide printed

statements on demand.

6

The high rate of interest is not the

only attractive feature of the Bank of Dave.

Equally important from the kids� point of

view is that their accounts belong to them.

When they save, they harvest the benefit;

when they want to spend, they don�t need

permission. Children who have no con-

trol over their own funds have no incen-

tive not to beg for money and then spend

every dollar that comes into their hands.

7

The way to help children become ra-

tional consumers is to give them more

control, not less.  Before we go on vacation,

I�ll usually give my kids an extra twenty

bucks or so, which I deposit in their

accounts. I tell them that they can spend

the extra money on a T-shirt, save it, spend

it before we leave, or do anything else they

want with it � but that while we are on

vacation, they won�t receive any additional

pocket money from me (except in the form

of communal purchases

5
 considered by

custom to be vacation entitlements, such

as candy, ice cream, movie tickets, and so

on). Because any money they spend starts

out as theirs, not mine, they think twice

before throwing it away. In a souvenir store

on Martha�s Vineyard

6
 a couple of sum-

mers ago my son quietly studied the un-

promising merchandise while a friend of

his loudly cajoled his parents into paying

five dollars for a toy gun, which fell apart

almost before we got back to the car. My

son ended up spending thirty-three cents

for an unopened geode, which he later

cracked open by hitting it with a hammer

� a good value, it seemed to me.  If he

had been spending my money instead of

his, he undoubtedly would have wanted a

toy gun instead.

8

Children are instinctive capitalists. If

given enough leeway, they quickly become

shrewd managers of their own finances.

When parents fail in their efforts at finan-

cial education, it�s usually because for rea-

sons of their own they have managed to

make saving seem painful and dull. Money

is fun, and it�s almost entirely self-

explanatory. (4) The only way to teach kids

to adopt a long-term perspective is to give

them a short-term incentive for doing so.

918 words

on demand  when asked for  »ªó¬Ð÷

feature /5fiùtS«(r)/ n.  characteristic Ø÷

from sb.’s point of view  according to sb.’s judg-

ment or opinion ÀÕ³ËÄÛã

permission /p«5mIS«n/ n.  the right to do sth. that is

given by sb. in authority íÉ

incentiveï/In5sentIv/ n.  a thing that encourages one

to do sth.  Ì¤»Äø

go on vacation  go on holiday ÝÙ

buckï /bÃk/ n.  (AmE) US dollar (»)Àª

additional /«5dIS«n«l/ a. added; extra  ½ÓÄ¬ íâ

Ä

think twice  consider carefully Ð¸¼Ç¬ý¼

cajole /k«5dZ«Ul/ vt. °µ

fall apart  break, fall to pieces  ÆÑ»Æé

end up (doing sth.) find oneself in a situation that is

not intended or expected ÔøæÕ

geode /5dZiù«Ud/ n. ÕÄ§åò

crack /krQk/ v.  (¹)Ñª¬(¹)ÆÑ

undoubtedly /Ãn5daUtIdlI/ ad.  certainly ÞÉ¬Ø

¨

shrewdï /Sruùd/ a. having, showing sound judgment

and common sense  «÷Ä»úéÄ

adopt /«5d�pt/ vt. take and use as one’s own ÉÉ¬

É¡

perspective  /p«5spektIv/  n. a particular way of think-

ing about sth. ÓÇ¬Ûã
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Notes

1. This text is taken from the Atlantic Monthly (April 1998).

2. a black hole: an area in outer space where gravity is so strong that nothing,

not even light, can escape Ú´. Here it is a figurative way of saying

something into which money disappears.

3. compound interest: interest paid on both the original sum of money and

the interest added to it  ´û

4. they�d just as soon stay home anyway: �Would (just) as soon do some-

thing� is used to say that you would prefer to do something.

5. communal purchases: Here �communal purchases� mean things bought

for all members of the family on vacation.

6. Martha�s Vineyard: an island of Massachusetts(íøîûÝ)

N   Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. The real reason many parents want their

children to save is to _______.

a. help them pay their way through college

b. demonstrate the value of compound in-

terest

c. stop them spending

d. enable them to pay for their own things

2. At the time this was written, banks were

paying interest at _______.

a. 7.5%

b. 5%

c. 3%

d. 2.5%

3. Owen suggests others might find his bank

attractive because it _______.

a. provides statements on demand

b. gives monthly allowances

c. allows withdrawals at any time

d. offers a good interest rate

4. We can infer from the essay _______.

a. that Owen has one daughter

b. that Owen has two daughters

c. that Owen has no daughters

d. none of the above

5. Owen felt that his son’s purchase _______.

a. was a waste of money

b. meant he did not like guns

c. was money well spent

d. was too easily broken

6. The way to make children careful with their

money is to _______.

a. explain its value to them

b. put them in charge of it
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c. give them less of it

d. to keep them away from souvenir stores

N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. Appalled by what their children spend on

candy and video games (or, rather, appalled

by the degree to which their children’s over-

spending seems to mimic their own), par-

ents devise ways to lock up their children’s

resources.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

2. Compounded, that works out to an annual

rate of more than 70 per cent.

__________________________________

__________________________________

3. I give them unlimited access to their funds,

no questions asked, and I provide printed

statements on demand.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

4. The only way to teach kids to adopt a long-

term perspective is to give them a short-term

incentive for doing so.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases selected from

Text B. The exercises below will help you learn to use

them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

accountaccount

accountaccount

account

adoptadopt

adoptadopt

adopt

annualannual

annualannual

annual

depositdeposit

depositdeposit

deposit

devisedevise

devisedevise

devise

fundfund

fundfund

fund

furthermorefurthermore

furthermorefurthermore

furthermore

intendintend

intendintend

intend

pacepace

pacepace

pace

permissionpermission

permissionpermission

permission

perspectiveperspective

perspectiveperspective

perspective

protestprotest

protestprotest

protest

resourceresource

resourceresource

resource

swallowswallow

swallowswallow

swallow

undoubtedlyundoubtedly

undoubtedlyundoubtedly

undoubtedly

end upend up

end upend up

end up

fall apartfall apart

fall apartfall apart

fall apart

from sb.�s point of viewfrom sb.�s point of view

from sb.�s point of viewfrom sb.�s point of view

from sb.�s point of view

keep track ofkeep track of

keep track ofkeep track of

keep track of

on demandon demand

on demandon demand

on demand

(Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

in the exercises below.)

1. Match the definitions in Column B with the words or

phrases in Column A.

           A           B

___ 1) on demand a. definitely, surely

___ 2) protest b. allow (food or drink)

to go down one’s

throat

___ 3) resource c. break into pieces

___ 4) fall apart d. the act of permitting

___ 5) deposit e. supply of money,

labor, equipment,

land, etc.

___ 6) undoubtedly f. put (money) into a

bank account
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___ 7) swallow g. when asked for

___ 8) permission h. s p e a k  s t r o n g l y

against (sth.)

2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1. The new tax is meant to force compa-

nies to _______________ energy-saving

measures.

2. “Will you pay cash or shall I charge it to

your ________________?” asked the

salesman.

3. You need to be less one-sided and stop

looking at things only _______________

______________.

4. After working her way around the world,

Helen _______________ teaching En-

glish as a foreign language in Africa.

5. The house is too small for a family of

seven, and ___________________, it’s

too far from the city.

6. There’s a special ____________ you can

apply to, that pays for blind students to

go to university.

7. Companies publish __________ reports

to inform the public about the previous

year’s activities.

8. I’ve never been very good at __________

__________ what I spend my money on.

9. Changes in the electronics industry(ç

Ó¤µ)seem to me to be happening at

too fast a _________.

10. Diana _______________ to go back to

work after she has had her baby.

11. I believe Eugene Linden’s writings about

animal intelligence will give you a new

_________________ on the subject.

12. The general manager had some staff

members ________ a method for quicker

communications between offices.
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Group Discussion

Discuss the following in small groups:

1. Do you agree with Gardner that both Chinese and Americans take an extreme view of creativity?

What do you think would be a more rational approach to fostering creativity and basic skills?

2. What do you know about different approaches to learning in China and the West? Are some

approaches superior to others? Explain.

3. Suppose Professor Howard Gardner will be giving a lecture on your campus sometime next

week. Brainstorm how to design a notice to inform teachers and students of the event.

Practical Writing

Writing Notices

Drawing on your brainstorming, write a notice which includes the following information:

Howard Gardner, professor of education at Harvard University;

lecture on A Comparative Study of Child Education in China and America

There is a model notice for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to

you.

Writing Strategy

Tips for writing notices

When you want people to attend a lecture, a meeting, or other events, you may put up a notice

in places where they can easily see it. A notice should contain the key details readers would

want to know:

1. who (who is the speaker, who should/may come, etc.)

2. what (what is the subject, etc.)

3. when (day, date, time, etc.)
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4. where (room, building, etc.)

Generally speaking, whoever writes the notice appears at the lower right and the date for

writing the notice appears either at the lower left or at the upper right. These two items are

sometimes omitted.

Here are some sample notices for your reference:

Sample 1
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Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have a classmate evaluate

your work. So do the following after writing:

1. Go through your notice carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below. Put

down yes or no.

2. Exchange notices and checklists with a partner and check each other�s work. Write yes or no

answers on your partner�s checklist.

Checklist

            Questions            Questions

            Questions            Questions

            Questions

My AnswersMy Answers

My AnswersMy Answers

My Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s Answers

1. Does the notice include the

key details readers want to know? __________ _______________

2. Does the notice describe the

event clearly? __________ _______________

3. Is there any information

irrelevant to the event? __________ _______________

4. Are there any mistakes in

spelling? __________ _______________

5. Are there any mistakes in

grammar? __________ _______________

Rewrite your notice with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.
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U
n
i
t

2

Overview

In our day and age it is not unusual to act as if owning all that is the very latest

and most expensive is a sure way to happiness. Yet there are those who choose

not to follow this trend, preferring instead different values. We meet two such

people in this unit. In the first text we hear from a man who earns and owns

little, but who does not care, as he finds fulfillment in creativity and helping

others. In the second we get to know someone who, despite having become

one of the richest men in the world, prefers to continue leading an ordinary life

alongside his neighbors in a small town. Would you? What do you value most?

We hope this unit will help you decide.

Values

Text  A A Life Full of Riches

Text  B The Richest Man in America,

Down Home

. 30 .        Unit 2  Values
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Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

You have heard about Abraham Lincoln, the 16th president of the United States, haven�t you? Born in a log cabin(¡

¾Ý), he came from a poor family, but rose to become one of the most fondly remembered presidents in his country�s

history. There are many stories about him. Here you�ll listen to one of them.

The following words may be new to you:

efficient  a.  §ÊßÄ dismiss  vt.  üô»»è¼Ç

accuracy  n.  «· overcharge  n.  àÕÄ®

alter  vt.  Ää

After Listening

Complete the following statements according to what you have heard.

1. The young store-keeper added up the items once more, because he was not feeling quite sure as

to _____________________________________.

2. It was found out that he overcharged his customer _____________________________.

3. Having walked to the lady’s home and paid over the overcharge, Abe returned and felt __________.

4. From the anecdote we can see young Abe valued _______________ above all else.

Unit 2  Values        . 31 .
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Part II    Reading Task

Text A

A question from a puzzled little boy set Karl Green thinking about how, despite his lack of expensive

possessions, he is nonetheless rich in many other ways.

A Life Full of Riches

1

Karl R. Green

1

It was early December 2003, my first season as a Salva-

tion Army

2
 bell ringer, when I was confronted with the

question. I was standing just outside the doorway of a Wal-

Mart, offering a �thank you� and a smile to each person who

dropped a donation into my red kettle. A neatly dressed

woman and her young son walked up to the kettle stand. While

she searched her purse for some cash, the boy looked up at

me. I can still see the confusion and curiosity in his eyes as he

asked, �Are you poor?�

2

�Well,� I stammered, trying to think, �I have more

than some people, but not as much as others.� His mother

scolded him for the social no-no, and they hurried off to

do their shopping. His question, however, did not leave

me.

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±(ù¶)ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓøí

¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí¾

¬ÙÊã)

ringer /5rIN«/ n.  one who rings hand
bells or church bells ¡åË; ÃÓ

Ë

confront /k«n5frÃnt/ vt.  (of a problem,
difficulty, etc.) face (sb.) threateningly;
(of a person) face and deal with (a
problem, difficulty, etc.)  ÚÚÄ

æ°» ýÓ¬¦Ô

be confronted with  æÙ, âö

doorway /5d�ùweI/ n.  an opening into
a building or room  ÅÀ¬Å´

donation /d«U5neIS«n/ n.  money or
goods given for a good cause èî¬

èùï

donate /d«U5neIt/ vt.  èù

kettle /5ketl/ n.  a metal container
for boiling water or cooking things
®ø»ø

stand /stQnd/ n.  a piece of furniture
used for holding or supporting sth.
Ü¬¨¬ù

confusion /k«n5fjuùZ«n/ n.  a state of
uncertainty about what sth. means,
etc. §ó

curiosity /7kjU«rI5�sItI/ n.  a strong
desire to know about sth. ÃæÄ

stammerø /5stQm«(r)/ v. speak with
a tendency to repeat rapidly the
same sound or syllable ááÍÍ

Øµ

no-no /5n«Un«U/ n.  a way of behaving
that is not acceptable  ûÉÄÂ
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3

I�ve never thought of myself as �poor,� but I can�t deny

certain facts. Every time I fill out my 1040 form

3
, I fall into

one of the lowest income brackets. In the past 35 years, I�ve

taken just one vacation trip. My TV is a black-and-white set

that someone gave me eight years ago.

4

Yet I feel nothing more than a passing whim to attain

the material things so many other people have. My 1999 car

shows the wear and tear of 105,000 miles. But it is still

dependable. My apartment is modest, but quiet and relaxing.

My clothes are well suited to my work, which is primarily

outdoors. My minimal computer needs can be met at the

library.

5

In spite of what I don�t have, I don�t feel poor. Why?

I�ve enjoyed exceptionally good health for 53 years. It�s not

just that I�ve been illness-free, it�s that I feel vigorous and

spirited. Exercising is actually fun for me. I look forward to

long, energizing walks. And I love the �can do� attitude that

follows.

6

I also cherish the gift of creativity. When I write a beau-

tiful line of poetry, or fabricate a joke that tickles someone, I

feel rich inside. I�m continually surprised at the insights that

come through my writing process. And talking with so many

interesting writer friends is one of my main sources of

enjoyment.

deny /dI5naI/ vt.  say that (sth.) is not
true; refuse to admit or accept ñ
¨»ñÏ

fill out  add information such as your
name and address in (a form or
document) î´

fall into  belong to (a particular group
of things that have similar qualities)
ôÚ

bracket ï

 /5brQkIt/ n.  one of the
groups that people or things are di-
vided into, according to a feature,
such as income È¶¬µÎ

nothing more than  only, just ö
ö¬»àÚ¬»¿Ú

whim /hwIm/ n.  a sudden feeling that
you must have or do sth. å¯¬»

»Äî·

attain /«5teIn/ vt.  succeed in achieving,
esp. after a lot of effort ñÃ¬ï

½

wear and tear  the damage to sth.
resulting from normal use ¥ð, ð
Ä

dependable /dI5pend«bl/ a.  that can
be relied on to do what you want  É
¿Ä

primarily /5praIm«rIlI/ ad.  mainly
÷ªØ

minimal ï /5mInIm«l/ a.  very small
in size or amount; as small as pos-
sible «¡Ä»îÍÞÈÄ

exceptionally /Ik5sepS«n«lI/ ad.  ±
ûØ; Ç²Ø

exceptional ï /Ik5sepS«nl/ a.  very
unusual ; unusually good ±ûÄ; Ç
²Ä

energize /5en«dZaIz/ vt.  make (sb.) feel
full of energy or enthusiasm ¹«

¦äæ

cherish ï /5tSerIS/ vt.  love (sth./sb.)
very much and protect them Ø®¬

ä§

poetry /5p«UItrI/ n.  poems in general
(ÜÆ)«¬«è

fabricateï /5fQbrIkeIt/ vt.  make up
(a story, a piece of information,
etc.) in order to deceive people  é
¹¬óì

tickleï /5tIkl/ vt.  amuse and interest;
move one’s fingers on a sensitive
part of another’s body in a way that
makes them laugh ºÖ»þ÷º

¦
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7

But there is one vital area of my life where I am not so

well off. In a society that spends so much emotional energy

on the pursuit of possessions, I feel out of place.

8

When I was younger, there was an exceptionally inter-

esting person I dated. What was most important to her, she

told me, was �what�s on the inside.� I thought I had found

someone special to share my life with. Then I took her to see

my apartment. At the time, I lived in a basement efficiency

4

with a few pieces of dated furniture. The only new, comfort-

able chair was the one at my desk. Shortly after her visit, our

relationship went straight south.

9

The seemingly abrupt change in her priorities was

jolting. It remains a most memorable turning point in my

personal journey.

10

In contrast to relationships, stuff just doesn�t mean that

much to me. I think most people feel the same way � except

when there are social consequences to not having particular

items. There is a commercial on the radio that begins, �Ev-

erybody wants a high-end TV �� The pressure to purchase

is real. It may be true that everybody wants a high-end TV.

After all, nobody wants to be a nobody.

11

But I�m happy to live without one. In fact, not being

focused on material goods feels quite natural to me. There

are many people throughout the world who would consider

vital / 5vaItl/ a.  very important,
necessary, or essential  «äØª

Ä

well(-)off /7wel5�f/ a.  rich, or having
enough money to live well »£Ä¬

Ð®Ä

emotional /I5m«US«n«l/ a.  connected
with people’s feelings  ÐéÏÄ

pursuitï /p«5sjuùt/ n.  the act of look-
ing for or trying to find  ·ó¬°

ó

out of place  feeling uncomfortable
or not suitable in a particular situa-
tion »ÔÚ¬ññ»ë

dated /5deItId/ a.  no longer modern
or fashionable ÂÉÄ¬ý±Ä

shortly after  soon after  ®ó»

Ã

go south  (AmE) (infml) be on a path
to failure; be failing, ßÂÂ·¬§

Ü

seemingly /5siùmINlI/ ad.  in a way
that appears to be true but may in
fact not be  íæÏ¬´Ï¥

abrupt /« 5brÃpt/ a.  sudden and
unexpected, often in an unpleasant
way  »»Ä¬ ââÄ

joltø /dZ«Ult/ v.  give (sb.) a sudden
shock or surprise; move suddenly
and roughly ¹ðª»(¹)ß¤¬

(¹)ð¯

memorable /5mem«r«bl/ a.  worth re-
membering or easy to remember  µ
ÃÍîÄ¬ÑüÄ

in contrast to  ëÎÉÔÈ(Ô

Õ)

consequence /5k�nsIkw«ns/ n.  a re-
sult of sth. that has happened á
û¬óû

item /5aIt«m/ n. an individual thing,
usu. one of several things in a group
or on a list »õ¬»î¬»þ

commercial /k«5mÎùS«l/ n.  an adver-
tisement on TV or radio Ìµãæ

a.  relating to business  ÌµÄ

high-end  a.  expensive and of high
quality  ßµÄ¬ßËÄ

focus /5f«Uk«s/ v.  concentrate (one’s
attention, etc.) on (sth.); concen-
trate (on sth.) «(¢â¦È)¯Ð

Ú»¯Ð¢â¦Ú(³Âï)

n. Øã»¹ã
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my lifestyle to be affluent.

12

Near the end of the year, when I put on the Salva-

tion Army�s red apron, something changes inside me. In-

stead of feeling out of place economically, I begin to feel a

genuine sense of belonging. As I ring my bell, people stop

to share their personal stories of how much it meant to be

helped when they were going through a rough time. People

helping people is something I feel deeply connected to.

While I�m ringing the bell, complete strangers have brought

me hot chocolate, leaving me with a lingering smile. Count-

less individuals have helped to keep me warm with the

sentiments of the season: �Thank you for ringing on such

a cold day.� �Can I get you a cup of coffee?� �Bless you for

your good work.� December is the time of year I feel

wealthiest.

13

Over the past four years, I�ve grown to understand more

about myself because of a single question from a curious child.

As I�ve examined what it means to be poor, it has become

clear to me what I am most thankful for: both my tangible

and my intangible good fortune.

793 words

affluentø /5QflU«nt/ a.  rich enough
to buy things for pleasure  »£Ä

apronø /5eIpr«n/ n.  sth. worn to pro-
tect the front of one’s clothes while
cooking §¹

economically /7iùk«5n�mIk«lI/ ad.
relating to the economy; in a way
that uses money, time, etc. without
wasting any ÃÏ»Ú¡Ø¬Ú

¼Ø

economical /7iùk«5n�mIk«l/ a. Ú¡

Ä¬Ú¼Ä (ÔÈÏºeconomic
a. Ã½æÄ¬Ã§Ä)

genuine /5dZenjUIn/ a.  real, true  æ
ýÄ

go through   experience (sth. diffi-
cult or unpleasant) ú¬Èý

linger ï

 /5lINg«(r)/ vi. last or con-
tinue for a long time; take a long
time to leave or disappear ¤±ä

Öø»¥ä¬ÏÓ

countless /5kaUntlIs/ a.  very many
»ÆäýÄ

individual /7IndI5vIdjU«l/ n.  person
considered separately from their
society öË¬öå

a .  öËÄ¬½ËÄ

sentiment ï /5sentIm«nt/ n. a short
sentence or phrase expressing a wish
or feeling; a feeling or an opinion,
esp. one based on emotions £¸¬

£Ç»é÷¬¬È

blessï /bles/ vt.  ask God to protect
(sb. or sth.) íóÏÛ£Ó

thankful / 5TQNkf(U)l/ a. pleased
about sth. good that has happened
or sth. bad that has not happened
Ð¤Ä;ìÒÄ

tangible ø /5tQndZ«bl/ a.  that can
be clearly seen to exist; that you
can touch and feel ÐÎÄ¬É¥

þÄ
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Proper Names

Karl R. Green / 5kAùl 5Aù 5gri:n/ ¨û¤R¤ñÖ

Salvation /sQl5veIS«n/ Army ÈÀü

Wal-Mart / 5w�l5mAùt/ Öûê(Àú¬ø¬Ð)

Notes

1. This text is taken from the December 24, 2007 issue of Newsweek.

2. Salvation Army: A Christian charity and social services organization, or-

ganized like a military service. Among its stated objectives are the ad-

vancement of education, the relief of poverty, and other charitable

objects.

3. 1040 Form: U.S. individual income tax return(ê¨í). It is used by

taxpayers to report annual financial information to the Internal Revenue

Service(ÀúúÚ°ñð¬òÆ IRS)for calculating taxes owed to the

government.

4. basement efficiency: a small furnished basement apartment, usually with

a kitchenette and bathroom
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1. What is the Salvation Army? What does a Salvation Army bell ringer do?

2. What did the boy ask the writer? What do you think made him raise such a question?

3. How did the writer answer? What does the writer’s answer to the boy’s ques-

tion mean?

4. Why did the boy’s mother scold him?

5. Is the writer poor or not in terms of material possessions? Give facts to sup-

port your conclusion.

6. Does the writer feel poor? Why or why not?

7. In what situation does the writer feel out of place?

8. What did the girl tell him before her visit to his basement apartment? And what

happened after?

9. How ought one to understand such “a seemingly abrupt change in her priorities”?

10. Can we infer from the essay what role commercials can play in society?

11. Why does the writer say “December is the time of year I feel wealthiest”?

12. How has the boy’s question affected the writer?

ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from question 7,

change roles. When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions

to you for a check.

Now switch roles. 外
教
社
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N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

1. As you learned in Book

1, essays can be divided

into several types, in-

cluding expository es-

says and narrative

essays. Can you tell

which type the text you

are studying now is?

Please tick your choice,

give reasons, and then

write down the central

idea of the essay.

1) a. expository ____________________

b. narrative    ____________________

2) The choice was made because ____________________________

     _____________________________________________________

3) The central idea of the essay is ____________________________

     _____________________________________________________

2. The text can be roughly

divided into three parts.

Write down the main

idea of each.

    Parts   Paragraphs        Main Ideas

Part One Paras. 1–2 ____________________________

____________________________

Part Two Paras. 3–12 ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Part Three Para. 13 ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________
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Language Sense Enhancement

1. Read aloud paragraphs

4 to 6 until you have

learned them by heart.

Then try to complete

the  passage  f rom

memory.

Yet I feel nothing more than a passing whim to __________ (1) the

material things so many other people have. My 1999 car shows the ______

_____ ____ (2) of 105,000 miles. But it is still ______________ (3). My

apartment is _______ (4), but quiet and relaxing. My clothes are well

suited to my work, which is __________ (5) outdoors. My _______ (6)

computer needs can be met at the library.

In spite of what I don’t have, I don’t feel poor. Why? I’ve enjoyed

____________ (7) good health for 53 years. It’s not just that I’ve been

___________ (8), it’s that I feel vigorous and _________ (9). Exercising

is actually fun for me. I look forward to long, __________ (10) walks.

And I love the “can do” attitude that follows.

2. Read aloud the poem

written by the eminent

American poet Emily

Dickinson (1830 �

1886).

I�m nobody! Who are you?

Emily Dickinson

I�m nobody! Who are you?

Are you nobody, too?

Then there�s a pair of us � don�t tell!

They�d advertise � you know!

How dreary

1

 to be somebody!

How public like a frog

To tell one�s name the livelong day

To an admiring bog

2

!

ÒÇÞû®²¬ãÇ?

£×ò¤Òð

ÒÇÞû®²¬ãÇ¿

ã¬²Ç¬Þû®²¿

âÍÐËÒÇ»Ô¡ÉÇðùÅ¡

ãªÀ¬ûÇáóÁÅï¡

ööÔªËï¬Ã»ÞÄ¡

ñöàÜ¬òö½ÄàÓªª

ÉìÛØ¬ÑöËÄÕû

øëªªÎÈÐ¡¡

(ãë, àßÔ÷Ä¯)

1 dreary  a. ÝïÞ¶Ä

2 bog  n. àÁ¬Óó
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3. Read the quotations.

Learn them by heart

if you can.

That man is richest whose pleasures are cheapest.

� Henry David Thoreau

Ü¶úøÖÄËÇî»ÐÄË£  ªªàû¤óÀ¤óÞ

Happiness is not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy

of achievement, in the thrill of creative effort.

� Franklin D. Roosevelt

Ò£»ÚÚööµÐð®¬øÚÚ¡ÃÉÍ±Ä²ÃÍ

´ìÔÍ¯ø´ÄËÜ¢¤¯£

ªª»¼ËÖ¤D¤Þ¹£

Happiness is the spiritual experience of living every minute with

love, grace and gratitude.                                      � Denis Waitley

Ò£ÍÇ±±ÌÌ¼ÔÊ®¢Æ¼ÍÐ÷úîÄ«ñå

é£                                 ªª¤á¹¤¤Øû

The value of a man resides in what he gives and not in what he is

capable of receiving.

 � Albert Einstein

»öËÄÛµÚÚû¶öàÙ¬ø»ÇûÜÃ½àÙ£

ªª¬®Ø¤®ò¹¹

4. Read the humorous

story for fun. You might

need to look up new

words in a dictionary.

A young businessman had just started his own firm. He rented a

lavish office and had it furnished with antiques. Sitting there, he saw a

man come in to the outer office. Wishing to appear a big shot, the

businessman picked up the phone and pretended he had a big deal working.

He threw huge figures around and made giant commitments. Finally

he hung up and asked the visitor,

�Can I help you?�

The man said, �Yeah, I�m here

to activate your phone lines.�
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Language Focus

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently used

in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of exercises to

help you learn how to use them.

Words and Phrases to Drill

abruptabrupt

abruptabrupt

abrupt

affluentaffluent

affluentaffluent

affluent

attainattain

attainattain

attain

blessbless

blessbless

bless

bracketbracket

bracketbracket

bracket

cherishcherish

cherishcherish

cherish

commercialcommercial

commercialcommercial

commercial

confrontconfront

confrontconfront

confront

confusionconfusion

confusionconfusion

confusion

consequenceconsequence

consequenceconsequence

consequence

curiositycuriosity

curiositycuriosity

curiosity

dateddated

dateddated

dated

denydeny

denydeny

deny

donationdonation

donationdonation

donation

emotionalemotional

emotionalemotional

emotional

fabricatefabricate

fabricatefabricate

fabricate

focusfocus

focusfocus

focus

genuinegenuine

genuinegenuine

genuine

individualindividual

individualindividual

individual

i t emi tem

i temi tem

i tem

lingerlinger

lingerlinger

linger

minimalminimal

minimalminimal

minimal

primarilyprimarily

primarilyprimarily

primarily

pursuitpursuit

pursuitpursuit

pursuit

seeminglyseemingly

seeminglyseemingly

seemingly

sentimentsentiment

sentimentsentiment

sentiment

stammerstammer

stammerstammer

stammer

tangibletangible

tangibletangible

tangible

t icklet ickle

t icklet ickle

t ickle

vitalvital

vitalvital

vital

wel l ( - )offwel l ( - )off

wel l ( - )offwel l ( - )off

wel l ( - )off

be confronted withbe confronted with

be confronted withbe confronted with

be confronted with

fall intofall into

fall intofall into

fall into

fill outfill out

fill outfill out

fill out

go throughgo through

go throughgo through

go through

in contrast toin contrast to

in contrast toin contrast to

in contrast to

nothing more thannothing more than

nothing more thannothing more than

nothing more than

out of placeout of place

out of placeout of place

out of place

shortly after / beforeshortly after / before

shortly after / beforeshortly after / before

shortly after / before

wear and tearwear and tear

wear and tearwear and tear

wear and tear

N          Vocabulary

bless consequence curiosity sentiment

dated emotional genuine primarily

seemingly abrupt nothing more than wear and tear

confusion deny tickle in contrast to

1) Prof. Williams says that my composition is good except for the end-

ing which seems too ____________.

2) Suffering from insomnia(§ß)for several days, Ann went to see

her  doc tor  and  was  to ld  tha t  the  problem was  more

________________ than physical.

3) The organizer of the charity concert said, “I ask all of you to join me

in praying that God will ___________ those who have given so gen-

I.

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.
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erously for the poor and needy.”

4) The insurance policy does not cover damage to the goods caused by

normal _____________________.

5) The old economic beliefs are widely regarded as too ____________

to be useful in solving the problems now emerging in our economy.

6) You are free to say what you think, but as a responsible individual

you should also be prepared to face the ____________________ of

what you say.

7) Prices are going down. However this _________________ welcome

change may bring about other problems in the economy.

8) John’s view on the train crash stands _____________________ those

of almost all of his colleagues.

9) ________________ is the most powerful driving force in one’s pur-

suit of knowledge.

10) After teaching grade school for a year or so, she felt a _____________

love for the pupils.

11) Donations from alumni(£Ñ)are an important source of the

university’s income. But research funds come __________________

from the government.

12) Should judges consider popular _____________ before deciding cases?

2. Rewrite each sentence

wi th  the  word  or

phrase in brackets,

keeping  the  same

meaning. The first

part has been written

for you.

1) When you have to face more than one problem, try to solve the easi-

est one first.                                                                                           (confront)

When you are ______________________________________________

________________________________________________________

2) All forms of life need water for existence.                                         (vital)

Water is ___________________________________________________

3) Some students still don’t know what to do after class to follow up on

the subject.                                                                                          (confusion)

There is still  _____________________________________________

________________________________________________________

4) As a person of simple living habits, he will be happy if he has a job and

an apartment.                                                                           (nothing more than)

As a person of simple living habits, he needs ____________________

________________________________________________________

5) He thought it amusing that she’d come to ask his advice.             (tickle)

It _______________________________________________________
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Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

While I�m ringing the bell, complete strangers have brought me hot

chocolate, leaving me with _________ smile. Countless _________ have

helped to keep me warm with _________ of the season.  (sentiment, linger,

individual)

While I�m ringing the bell, complete strangers have brought me hot

chocolate, leaving me with a lingering smile. Countless individuals have

helped to keep me warm with the sentiments of the season.

1) The candidate has made his early poverty _________________ theme

of his campaign speeches. This, of course, is a clever thing to do,

especially in districts where voters are mostly blue-collar. But

_______________ stories to win votes is certainly going too far and

may arouse negative _______________ among voters.

(linger, sentiments, fabricate)

2) When you ______________ the tax return, you should take care over

________________ on the form and not leave out any _____________

information. Otherwise, you may face serious ___________________.

(consequence, item, fill out, vital)

3) It cannot _______________ that we have made _________________

improvements in our work. We should _______________ the current

favorable conditions and work harder to ____________ our set goals.

(tangible, deny, attain,cherish)

3. C o m p l e t e  t h e

sentences, using the

words or phrases in

brackets. Make addi-

tions or changes where

necessary.

The verb The verb 

The verb The verb 

The verb 

taketake

taketake

take

Study the different meanings of the word take in the following:

1.

reach out and get (sth.), esp. with one�s handreach out and get (sth.), esp. with one�s hand

reach out and get (sth.), esp. with one�s handreach out and get (sth.), esp. with one�s hand

reach out and get (sth.), esp. with one�s hand, as in

Take

  

  

 as many apples as you like.

2.

carry (sth. / sb.) or accompany (sb.) from one place to anothercarry (sth. / sb.) or accompany (sb.) from one place to another

carry (sth. / sb.) or accompany (sb.) from one place to anothercarry (sth. / sb.) or accompany (sb.) from one place to another

carry (sth. / sb.) or accompany (sb.) from one place to another,

as in

... any discarded odds and ends around our place � a broken screen, a bit of

hardware, boards from packing � Tony would gather and take home. (Text A,

Unit 4, Book I)

Do you take work with you to bed, on weekends and/or on vacation?  (Text B, Unit

5, Book I)

Then I took her to see my apartment. (Text A, Unit 2, Book II)

�I am so glad you could meet me; may I take you to dinner?� (Text A, Unit 6,

Book I)

II. Words with Multiple Meanings

外
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3.

do or have (sth.)do or have (sth.)

do or have (sth.)do or have (sth.)

do or have (sth.), as in

She hesitated for a moment, took a deep breath, and added, �I still love him. You

know?� (Unit 6, Text B, Book I)

He handed it over to me. �Take a look.� (Text A, Unit 2, Book I)

4.

need (sth.)need (sth.)

need (sth.)need (sth.)

need (sth.), as in

All of this takes time � and patience. (Text B, Unit 3, Book I)

We know that all marriages take work, (Text B, Unit 5, Book I)

5.

accept (sth.) that sb. offers youaccept (sth.) that sb. offers you

accept (sth.) that sb. offers youaccept (sth.) that sb. offers you

accept (sth.) that sb. offers you, as in

I am not yet ready to take the job.

6.

gain possession of (sth.); capture or win (sb. / sth.)gain possession of (sth.); capture or win (sb. / sth.)

gain possession of (sth.); capture or win (sb. / sth.)gain possession of (sth.); capture or win (sb. / sth.)

gain possession of (sth.); capture or win (sb. / sth.), as in

Gladiator took the Oscar for best film.

7.

use (a particular type of transport)use (a particular type of transport)

use (a particular type of transport)use (a particular type of transport)

use (a particular type of transport), as in

The three of us

  

  

 took the elevator down to the third floor. (Text B, Unit 6,

Book I)

8.

think about (sth. / sb.) in a particular waythink about (sth. / sb.) in a particular way

think about (sth. / sb.) in a particular waythink about (sth. / sb.) in a particular way

think about (sth. / sb.) in a particular way, as in

What do you take me for?

Taken literally this means the government is trying to completely stop funding

research. (Text A, Unit 3, Book I)

Now rewrite the sen-

tences with the word take

in its proper form.

1. It is a long trip and we will need five hours to reach there by bus.

________________________________________________________

2. She arrived early and sat down in the front row.

________________________________________________________

3. Don’t think I am a fool.

________________________________________________________

4. One needs a lot of imagination to fabricate such a story.

________________________________________________________

5. My uncle will let me go to the Arctic with him this summer.

________________________________________________________

6. He reached out and got the dinner plate I passed to him.

________________________________________________________

7. Kevin won second prize in the weight-lifting competition.

________________________________________________________

8. If you do not accept my advice, you will regret it.

________________________________________________________
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VV

VV

V

erbs that can be followed by either erbs that can be followed by either 

erbs that can be followed by either erbs that can be followed by either 

erbs that can be followed by either 

an -ing forman -ing form

an -ing forman -ing form

an -ing form

 or  or 

 or  or 

 or 

an infinitivean infinitive

an infinitivean infinitive

an infinitive

 but but

 but but

 but

different in meaningdifferent in meaning

different in meaningdifferent in meaning

different in meaning

Verbs like stop,

  

  

 remember,

  

  

 forget, regret,

  

  

 etc. can be followed by either an -ing

form or an infinitive; however there is a difference of meaning in these

cases. e.g.

As I ring my bell, people stop to share their personal stories of how much it meant to

be helped when they were going through a rough time. (stop in order to share)

(Text A, Unit 2, Book II)

Even Mr. Fleagle stopped two or three times

  

  

 to hold back a small prim smile.

(stopped in order to hold back �) (Text A, Unit 1, Book I)

Americans have long since stopped demanding good education for their children.

(not demand any more) (Text A, Unit 8, Book I)

I still remember meeting her in Shanghai for the first time. (refer back to things

that one did in the past)

You must remember to go

  

  

 to the railway station to meet him tonight. (refer to

things that one still has to do)

I started toward her, entirely

  

  

 forgetting to notice that she was not wearing a rose.

(refer to things that one should have done but not yet)

I�ll never forget hearing this piece of music for the first time. (refer back to things

that one did in the past)

I

  

  

 regret to inform you that your application has not been successful. (refer to

things that one is going to do)

None of the women I spoke to regretted making this change. (refer back to things

that one did in the past)

III. Usage

Now complete each of the

sentences ,  us ing the

proper form of the verb

in brackets.

1. Stop _______________ around here. You are getting in the way of

others.                                                                                                           (hang)

2. He stopped in the middle of a sentence _______________ me a smile

when he saw me come in.                                                                       (give)

3. What would he take me for if I forgot _______________ on time the

money I borrowed from him?                                                              (return)

4. Do you remember __________________ by your teacher for the first

time?                                                                                                           (praise)

5. My letter arrived shortly after he passed away. I regret ____________

_____________ earlier.                                                                     (not, write)

6. Prof. McDonald said, “I regret ________________ that this piece of

writing is not well-focused.”                                                                      (say)
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N

Comprehensive Exercises

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the passage

with words chosen

from the Words and

Phrases to Drill box.

C h a n g e  t h e  f o r m

where necessary.

If you visited Karl Green, you might not at first sight think he was

_________________ (1). Most of what he owns is rather _________ (2)

and he will readily admit to ___________ ________ (3) the bottom income

____________ (4). Yet he would ___________ (5) that he is poor, for he

feels that his life is full of less ____________ (6) riches. Rather than

devoting himself to the ______________ (7) of money before all else, he

______________ (8) the pleasures of friendship. His lack of interest in

possessions does, however, sometimes make him feel _________ ______

___________ (9) in today’s materialistic society and he still clearly feels

hurt when he remembers the ___________ (10) departure of a girlfriend

who did not share his views. Yet there are many who admire him, par-

ticularly for his ___________ (11) on helping the poor through collecting

_______________ (12) each Christmas.

2.  Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got

its main idea, and then

select one appropriate

word for each gap

from the box follow-

ing the passage.

How does spending connect to happiness?

One explanation lies in “conspicuous consumption(Å«½ûÑ)”.

The idea is that the rich don’t accumulate wealth simply in order to

_______________ (1) it. Rather they accumulate wealth in order to dis-

play it, and their happiness is ____________ (2) by their neighbors’ envy.

As a result, the country finds itself in the grips of a “luxury fever” —

families with _____________ (3) incomes of $50,000 try to emulate(Â

§)the consumption of those with $70,000, who in turn try to emulate

those with $140,000, and so on.

It’s just ___________ (4) common sense. It’s _____________ (5)

impossible for a piece of paper like money to make you happy. Instead,

what makes people happy is the feeling of _______________ (6) or power

money brings.

7. Do remember _______________ the windows. I’m afraid the smell of

fish still lingers in the kitchen.                                                                (open)

8. How come you could have forgotten ___________________ by them

so generously?                                                                                            (help)
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A recent survey _________________ (7) that those from the Forbes

list of the 400 richest Americans and the Maasai of East Africa are almost

_______________ (8) satisfied. The Maasai are a _______________ (9)

herding people who have no electricity or running water and live in huts

made of mud.

It _______________ (10) that economic development and personal

income cannot account for the happiness that they are so often linked to.

consume security innocent equally destination

traditional physically indicates significance plain

mostly follows annual estimated fueled

III. Translation

1. Translate the sentences

into English, using the

words or phrases in

brackets.

1) Ã«¾ñÏäèîÐÌµ¿Ä£  (deny, commercial)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2) ¿±ûúøÄ±ò¬ûµ°ÍÐ»ãáÍ£  (stammer)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3) ÌýÇÒÇÒ¥î´ØÄ«³¬âÍÇª²´Ò¸¸Ó»øÒ

½ºóÄ¹êÔ¹¬́ ÍÒ½îÃÄ½¢§£Ï§£  (cherish)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

4) Öõµ´ó»Ã¬û§µË¬òËúËËúÄÖ»ö§Ñ×

Î£  (shortly after, go through)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

5) ëÒÇÄ»£ÚÓàÈ¬ÒÇÄ¸¸Íà±îË¬«ÇûÇÜ

Ç¬¦úãÒÇîðëÄèó£  (affluent, minimal)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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æÅèî´´»ÏØø´¬Ò£÷êÄÆñ´öáÃàË£

âùÒÇÍÜ¯Ð¦ÔÒÇ÷ªÌý¤÷ßØëÐ£ÄîØªÄ

ÎñºÄø§úµÖûÇÄ§µ¿ê¬àøûÇÉªÐðÎÐ¢¿

Ã¡ÄË¬¹ûÇÔ«´ÄúîÐù¼¸¬¢ÚûÇ·óïÊ°

«ñúãÄýÌÐøèý¼£

donation focus attain

dependable pursuit individual

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words given.

外
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Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

Does being rich mean you live a completely different life from ordinary people? Not, it seems, if your

name is Sam Walton.

The Richest Man in America, Down Home

1

Art Harris

1

He put on a dinner jacket to serve as

a waiter at the birthday party of The Rich-

est Man in America. He imagined what

surely awaited: a mansion, a �Rolls-Royce

2

for every day of the week,� dogs with dia-

mond collars, servants everywhere.

2

Then he was off to the house, wheel-

ing past the sleepy town square in

Bentonville, a remote Arkansas town of

9,920, where Sam Walton started with a

little dime store that grew into a $6 bil-

lion discount chain called Wal-Mart. He

drove down a country road, turned at a

mailbox marked �Sam and Helen Walton,�

and jumped out at a house in the woods.

3

It was nice, but no palace. The furni-

ture appeared a little worn. An old pickup

truck sat in the garage and a muddy bird

dog ran about the yard. He never spotted

any servants.

4

�It was a real disappointment,� sighs

waiter Jamie Beaulieu.

5

(1)Only in America can a billionaire

carry on like plain folks and get away with

it. And the 67-year-old discount king Sam

Moore Walton

3
 still travels these windy

back roads in his 1979 Ford pickup, red

and white, bird dogs by his side, and, come

shooting season

4
, waits in line like every-

one else to buy shells at the local Wal-

Mart.

6

�He doesn� t  want  any specia l

treatment,� says night manager Johnny

Baker, who struggles to call the boss by

New Words and Expressions

mansion /5mQnS«n/ n.   a large, imposing house  À

¬¬óÃ

dimeø /daIm/ n. (Àú¢ÓÃóÄ)10 Ö²Ò

discount /dIs5kaUnt/ n. a reduction in price  ÛÛ

billionaire ï /7bIlj«5ne«/ n.  Úò»Ì»ó»Ì

folk /f«Uk/ n. (usu.pl.)  people in general  ËÇ

get away with   do (sth. inappropriate or wrong)

without experiencing any problems or being pun-

ished ö(»¡±ÄÂòíÂ)´»Ðö½é³ò

Ü½Í£

local /5l«Uk«l/  a.  in the area you live in, or related to

the particular area you are talking about ¾ØÄ¬

±ØÄ
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his first name as a recent corporate memo

commands. Few here think of his billions;

they call him �Mr. Sam� and accept his

folksy ways. �He�s the same man who

opened his dime store on the square and

worked 18 hours a day for his dream,� says

Mayor Richard Hoback.

7

(2)By all accounts, he�s friendly,

cheerful, a fine neighbor who does his best

to blend in, never flashy, never throwing

his weight around.

8

No matter how big a time he had on

Saturday night

5
, you can find him in church

on Sunday. Surely in a reserved seat, right?

�We don�t have reserved seats,� says Gor-

don Garlington III, pastor of the local church.

9

So where does The Richest Man in

America sit? Wherever he finds a seat.

�Look, he�s just not that way. He doesn�t

have a set place. At a church supper the

other night, he and his wife were in back

washing dishes.�

10

For 19 years, he�s used the same

barber. John Mayhall finds him waiting

when he opens up at 7 a.m. He chats about

the national news, or reads in his chair,

perhaps the Benton County Daily

Democrat, another Walton property that

keeps him off the front page. It buried

the Forbes list at the bottom of page 2.

11

�He�s just not a front-page person,�

a newspaper employee explains.

12

(3)But one recent morning, The

Richest Man in America did something

that would have made headlines anywhere

in the world: He forgot his money. �I said,

�Forget it, take care of it next time,�� says

barber Mayhall. �But he said, �No, I�ll get

it,� and he went home for his wallet.�

13

Wasn�t that, well, a little strange?

�No sir,� says Mayhall, �the only thing

strange about Sam Walton is that he isn�t

strange.�

14

(4)But just how long Walton can hold

firm to his folksy habits with celebrity

hunters keeping following him wherever

he goes is anyone�s guess. Ever since

Forbes magazine pronounced him

America�s richest man, with $2.8 billion

in Wal-Mart stock, he�s been a rich man

on the run, steering clear of reporters,

dreamers, and schemers.

15

�He may be the richest by Forbes

rankings,� says corporate affairs director

Jim Von Gremp, �but he doesn�t know

whether he is or not � and he doesn�t care.

He doesn�t spend much. He owns stock,

corporate /5k�ùp«rIt/ a. relating to large companies

(ó)«¾Ä

memo ø /5mem«U/ n.  a note of sth. to be remem-

bered ¸ü¼

mayor /me«(r)/ n.  Ð¤

by all accounts  according to what people say ùÝ

÷½æÄµ¨

blend  /blend/ v.  mix together  ìÏ

blend in   mix harmoniously (with) (ë)òÉ»

¬

throw one’s weight around (infml) ¢øèË

barber /5bAùb«(r)/ n.  í¢¦

employee /7empl�I5iù/ n. Í±¬ÜÍß

hold to continue having (particular beliefs or

standards, etc.) áÖ

celebrity ï /sI5lebrItI/ n.   famous person ûË

on the run  trying hard to hide or escape from sb. Ú

ÓÜ¬ÚÓö

steer clear of  keep away from Üª¬Üâ

rank /rQNk/ v. put (sb./sth.) into a position accord-

ing to their size, importance, etc. ÅÐ¬Åû
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but he�s always left it in the company so it

could grow. But the real story in his mind

is the success achieved by the 100,000 people

who make up the Wal-Mart team.�

16

He�s usually back home for Friday

sales meetings, or the executive pep rally

Saturday morning at 7 a.m., when Walton,

as he does at new store openings, is liable

to jump up on a chair and lead everyone

in the Wal-Mart cheer: �Give me a W!

Give me an A! Give me an L! Louder!�

17

And louder they yell. No one admits

to feeling the least bit silly. It�s all part of

the Wal-Mart way of life as laid down by

Sam: loyalty, hard work, long hours; get

ideas into the system from the bottom

up, Japanese-style; treat your people right;

cut prices and margins to the bone

6
 and

sleep well at night. Employees with one

year on board

7
 qualify for stock options,

and are urged to buy all they can.

18

After the pep rally, there�s bird

hunting, or tennis on his backyard court.

But his stores are always on his mind. (5)

One tennis guest managed to put him off

his game by asking why a can of balls cost

more in one Wal-Mart than another. It

turned out to be untrue, but the move

worked. Walton lost four straight games.

19

Walton set up a college scholarship

fund for employees� children, a disaster

relief fund to rebuild employee homes

damaged by fires, floods, tornadoes, and

the like. He believed in cultivating ideas

and rewarding success.

20

�He�d say, �That fellow worked hard,

let�s give him a little extra,�� recalls retired

president Ferold F. Arend, who was stunned

at such generosity after the stingy employer

he left to join Wal-Mart. �I had to change

my way of thinking when I came aboard.�

21

�The reason for our success,� says

Walton, in a company handout, �is our

people and the way they�re treated and

the way they feel about their company.

They believe things are different here, but

they deserve the credit.�

22

Adds company lawyer Jim Hendren:

�I�ve never seen anyone yet who worked

for him or was around him for any length

of time who wasn�t better off. And I don�t

mean just financially, although a lot of

people are. It�s just something about him

� coming into contact with Sam Walton

just makes you a better person.

1010 words

make up  form, constitute  éÉ¬¹É

rally /5rQlI/ n.  a large, usu. political public meeting

óá¬¯á

liable /5laI«bl/ a.  likely to do ÉÜ¬á

lay down  establish (sth.) as a rule or principle æ¨

loyalty /5l�I«ltI/ n.  the quality of being true and faith-

ful ÒÏ

system /5sIst«m/ n.  µ³¬è¸

on board   involved in a project, or working for an

organization Óë¬Ç»±

court /k�ùt/ n.  ò¡

cultivate /5kÃltIveIt/ vt. make a special effort to es-

tablish and develop (a relationship, attitude, etc.)

àø

reward /rI5w�ùd/ vt. give sth. to (sb.) in return for

(work or service) ±Í(³Â / ³Ë)

stun /stÃn/ vt.  shock and surprise  ¹ðª

generosity /7dZen«5r�s«tI/ n.  kindness, esp. in giv-

ing things to people ¶®¬ó½

employer /Im5pl�I«(r)/ n.  Í¶ß¬Í÷

come into contact (with)   communicate with; touch

ëÓ¥
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Notes

1. The text is adapted from The Reader�s Journal (1992). The article first ap-

peared in The Washington Post (1985).

down home: characterized by the simple, informal qualities typical of

rural people esp. of the southern U.S.

2. Rolls-Royce: any of the large, expensive, comfortable cars made by the

British company Rolls-Royce

3. Sam Walton died at the age of 74 in Little Rock, Arkansas, on April 5,

1992.

4. come shooting season: when the hunting season comes. �come� (infml)

here means �when (a particular time) comes�, e.g. Come Friday, they will

be in New York.

5. No matter how big a time he had on Saturday night: No matter how late

he had been up enjoying himself on Saturday night

6. cut prices and margins to the bone: reduce prices and margins consider-

ably or drastically; margin: ®û

7. Employees with one year on board: Employees who have worked for the

company for one year

N   Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. Sam Walton ________.

a. lives like a king

b. hunts

c. has servants everywhere

d. drives a Rolls-Royce

2. The Mayor thinks Walton ________.

a. works too hard

b. has not changed

c. accepts his folksy ways

d. deserves special treatment

3. The barber told his customer ________.

a. that he should take better care of his wal-

let next time

b. that he should put off having his hair cut

c. that this time was free

d. to pay later

4. We can deduce that Walton ________.

a. is the sole owner of Wal-Mart

b. owns a majority of Wal-Mart stock

c. holds a minority share in Wal-Mart

d. does not know what he owns
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5. Walton lost the tennis match because

________.

a. he wished to be bird hunting

b. he was annoyed to find his guest had lied

to him

c. he was tired after the pep rally

d. he was worrying about business

6. The general tone of the article is ________.

a. critical

b. ironic

c. humorous

d. complimentary

N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. Only in America can a billionaire carry on

like plain folks and get away with it.

__________________________________

__________________________________

2. By all accounts, he’s friendly, cheerful, a

fine neighbor who does his best to blend in,

never flashy, never throwing his weight

around.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

3. But one recent morning, The Richest Man

in America did something that would have

made headlines anywhere in the world: He

forgot his money.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

4. But just how long Walton can hold firm to

his folksy habits with celebrity hunters keep-

ing following him wherever he goes is

anyone’s guess.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

5. One tennis guest managed to put him off his

game by asking why a can of balls cost more

in one Wal-Mart than another. It turned out

to be untrue, but the move worked. Walton

lost four straight games.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases selected from

Text B. The exercises below will help you learn to use

them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

blendblend

blendblend

blend

corporatecorporate

corporatecorporate

corporate

cultivatecultivate

cultivatecultivate

cultivate

discountdiscount

discountdiscount

discount

folkfolk

folkfolk

folk

generositygenerosity

generositygenerosity

generosity

liableliable

liableliable

liable

locallocal

locallocal

local

loyaltyloyalty

loyaltyloyalty

loyalty

ral lyral ly

ral lyral ly

ral ly

rankrank

rankrank

rank

rewardreward

rewardreward

reward

stunstun

stunstun

stun

by all accountsby all accounts

by all accountsby all accounts

by all accounts

come into contact (with sb.)come into contact (with sb.)

come into contact (with sb.)come into contact (with sb.)

come into contact (with sb.)

get away withget away with

get away withget away with

get away with

hold tohold to

hold tohold to

hold to

 lay down lay down

 lay down lay down

 lay down

make upmake up

make upmake up

make up

on the runon the run

on the runon the run

on the run

(Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

in the exercises below.)
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1. Match the definitions in Column B with the words

and phrases in Column A.

           A           B

___ 1) get away with a. establish (sth.) as

a rule or principle

___ 2) reward b. the quality of be-

ing true and faith-

ful

___ 3) local c. give sth. in return

for doing sth. good

___ 4) rally d. develop (a rela-

tionship, attitude,

etc.)

___ 5) loyalty e. a  l a rge  pub l ic

meeting

___ 6) lay down f. manage to do (sth.)

without being pun-

ished for it

___ 7) corporate g. belonging or relat-

ing to a particular

place

___ 8) cultivate h. of or relating to a

company

2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1) The 9/11 terrorist attack _____________

the whole world.

2) I still _________________ the belief that

God helps those who help themselves.

3) This is the restaurant for simple _______

like me. They offer everyday food at

reasonable prices.

4) Real _____________ is doing something

nice for someone who will never find out.

5) These shirts are too expensive. I won’t

buy them unless they offer a _________.

6) The college is ____________ to stop her

need-based scholarship once her

family’s economic conditions have

improved.

7) Thanks to the growth of its IT business,

San Jose today ___________ among the

top ten cities in the US.

8) Ever since the new movie came out, the

leading actor has been ___________ to

steer clear of celebrity hunters and fans.

9) Steel workers _______________ a large

part of the city’s labor force.

10) Our newly painted house ____________

perfectly with those of our neighbors.

11) Shanghai should be a city of your first

choice ______________________.

12) He makes friends with everyone he

______________________________.
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Group Discussion

In small groups, discuss the following:

1. If you should become a millionaire one day, would you still live a simple life? Give your reasons.

2. What do you think is the most important thing in life? Health, wealth, or whatever? Explain.

3. It was reported that Bill Gates, one of the world�s richest men, announced not long ago that he

would donate almost all his money to charity and leave only a tiny fraction of his fortune to

his children. How does the news strike you? Discuss.

Essay Writing

Bill Gates as a Great Philanthropist

Based on your discussion, write an essay about your reflections on the news concerning Bill Gates� decision to

donate nearly all his wealth to charity. Your essay should cover the following points:

1. what the news was;

2. what the news set you pondering on;

3. what you think of Bill Gates and his decision

There is a model paper for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to

you.
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Writing Strategy

Starting an essay with an anecdote or a piece of news, etc.

Well begun is half done, as the saying goes. Definitely it is worthwhile to give due

thought to how you begin an essay.

There are various ways to start an essay. One possible approach is to share with your

reader something engaging, such as an anecdote or a piece of news. A case in point is the initial

part of the essay A Life Full of Riches. In the beginning the author relates an anecdote about how

a curious child asks him a question and how the question sets him thinking. An introduction

thus written leads naturally to the topic of the essay and creates interest on the part of the

reader.

To do so, the anecdote or anything whatsoever ought to be meaningful and well related

to what you are going to write about, serving to sharpen the appetite for what is to follow.

Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have a classmate evaluate

your work. So do the following after writing:

1. Go through your essay carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below. Put

down yes or no.

2. Exchange essays and checklists with a partner and check each other�s work. Write yes or no

answers on your partner�s checklist.
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Checklist

            Questions            Questions

            Questions            Questions

            Questions

My AnswersMy Answers

My AnswersMy Answers

My Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s Answers

1. Does the beginning of the

essay lead naturally to what

you are going to say? __________ _______________

2. Is the piece of news thought-

provoking? __________ _______________

3. Is the ending relevant to

the topic of the essay? __________ _______________

4. Are there any mistakes in

spelling? __________ _______________

5.  Are there any mistakes in

grammar? __________ _______________

Rewrite your essay with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.
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U
n
i
t

3

The Generation Gap

Text  A Father Knows Better

Text  B Text Generation Gap: U R 2

Old

Overview

Complaints by the older generation about the different habits of the young and

the life they lead can be found at least as far back as two-and-a-half thousand

years ago in ancient Greece. Something so old and so familiar has naturally

become the target for humour, and our first text presents an amusing portrait

of the misunderstandings that can arise between the generations. While recog-

nizing that the generation gap is nothing new, it can nevertheless be argued

that the increasing pace of change in recent years has widened it more than

ever. Our second text takes up this theme, looking at the impact of new means

of communication on relations between parents and children.

. 58 .        Unit 3  The Generation Gap
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Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

Listen to a speech entitled �The Generation Gap�.

The following words in the recording may be new to you:

Boomer  n.  (Àúþ½ó)úýßåÚöúÄË

the Great Depression  (Àú 20ÀÍ 30êúÄ)óôõ±Ú

draft card  ÷ø¨ªé

straight-laced  a.  (ÀÂ¢Ðª)«äÏ÷Ä¬ÅåÄ

hippie  n.  Ò¤¿                     constitute  vt.  ¹É»ÎÉ

After Listening

Complete the following statements according to what you have heard.

1. According to the speaker, one of the greatest generation gaps in history was the one between

_______________ and their _____________ and _____________________.

2. People refusing to go to war in 1942 were considered _______________________; whereas many

Boomers protested the war in Vietnam because they _________________ its morality.

3. The speaker�s father, having grown up in ______________________ times, doesn�t care much

for ___________________ and __________________.

Unit 3  The Generation Gap        . 59 .
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Part II    Reading Task

Text A

This comedy centers around a proud father�s attempts to help his children, attempts which some-

how or other always end up embarrassing them. For the sake of fun it carries things to extremes,

but nearly everyone can recognize something of themselves and their parents in it.

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±(ù¶)ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓøí

¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí¾

¬ÙÊã)

location  /l«(U)5keIS«n/  n.  a place or
position  ¡ù»»Ã

fast-food  / 5fAùstfuùd/  a.  ©¦ìÍÄ

guitar  /gI5tAù(r)/  n.  ªû

5

10

15

20

Father Knows Better 

1

                           

                            

                            

              Marsh Cassady

CHARACTERS :  FATHER; MOTHER; HEIDI, 14;

DIANE, 17; SEAN, 16; RESTAURANT MANAGER,

20s; MRS. HIGGINS.

SETTING: Various locations including a fast-food restaurant,

the Thompson family dining room, and an office at a

high school.

AT RISE: As the lights come up, HEIDI enters and crosses

Down Right to the edge of the stage. SEAN and DIANE

enter and cross Down Left to the edge of the stage. They

listen as HEIDI addresses the audience.

HEIDI: My dad�s a nice man. Nobody could possibly be-

lieve that he isn�t. Yet he�s ... well, he�s always doing

these stupid things that end up really embarrassing one

or more of us kids. One time, see, my brother wanted

to buy this guitar. Been saving money for it for a long

time. Then he got a job at this fast-food place, OK?

Waiting tables.

2

It was Sean�s first actual job, and he was

real happy about it. He figured in two or three months

he�d have enough money to buy exactly the kind of gui-

tar he wanted. Mom and Dad were proud of him, and

well, OK, he�s my big brother, and he�s always pulling
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these dumb things on me

3

. But, well, I was proud of him

too. You know what happened? I hate to tell you because:

SEAN, DIANE and HEIDI: (In unison) Father knows better!

(The lights come Up Left on the fast-food restaurant where SEAN

works. It consists of a counter and a couple of small tables. The MAN-

AGER stands behind the counter. SEAN is busily cleaning the tables

when FATHER walks in.)

MANAGER: Good evening, sir. May I help you?

FATHER: Good evening.

SEAN: (To himself) Oh, no!

(He squats behind one of the tables trying to hide from FATHER.)

FATHER: I�m looking for the manager.

MANAGER: That would be me, sir.

FATHER: I�m Sam Thompson. My son works here.

MANAGER: Oh, you�re Sean�s father.

FATHER: Yes. It�s his first job, you know. I just wanted to

check that he�s doing OK.

MANAGER: Oh, fine. No problem.

SEAN: (Spreading his hands, palms up, speaking to himself) What

did I do to deserve this? Tell me what?

 4

FATHER: Hiring him was a good thing then?

MANAGER: Well, yeah, I suppose so.

SEAN: (Still to himself) Go home, Dad. Go home. Go home.

FATHER: I�m sure he�s a good worker but a typical teenager,

if you know what I mean.

MANAGER: (Losing interest) I wouldn�t know.

5

FATHER: He�s a good boy. And I assure you that if there are

any subjects that need to be addressed, Sean and I will

have a man-to-man talk.

MANAGER: I don�t think that will be necessary�

FATHER: Oh, no problem. I�m proud of my son. Very, very

proud. And I just wanted you to know that I�ll do any-

thing I can to help him through life�s dangerous sea.

SEAN: (Standing up and screaming) Aaaargh! Aaaargh! Aaaaaaargh!

FATHER: Son, I didn�t know you were here.

SEAN: It�s where I work, Dad.

dumb  /dÃm/  a.  foolish; unable to
speak  ÞÀÄ»ÆÄ

unison  / 5juùnIzn/  n.  »Â»ëª»

ëà

in unison  acting in the same way at
the same time  »ÂØ»»ð

consist  /k«n5sIst/  vi.  éÉ¬¹É

consist of  be made up of  ÉéÉ

squatø /skw�t/  vi.  ×

palm  /pAùm/  n.  ÖÆ

yeah  /je«/  ad.  (infml) yes

typical / 5tIpIk«l/ a. having the usual
features or qualities of a particular
group or thing ÐúíÔÄ»äÍ

Ä

assure /«5SU«(r)/ vt. promise, guarantee
ò(³Ë)£¤¬¹·Å

25

30
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40
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FATHER: Of course. I mean, I didn�t see you.

SEAN: I can�t imagine why.

6

FATHER: Your manager and I were just having a nice chat.

(DIANE enters Down Left just as HEIDI enters Down Right.

They look at SEAN and FATHER.)

SEAN, DIANE, HEIDI: (In unison) Father, you know bet-

ter than that.

(The lights quickly fade to black and then come up a second or two

later. SEAN stands alone at the Down Right edge of the stage. HEIDI

and DIANE cross to Down Left edge of the stage.)

SEAN: If that sort of thing happened only once in a while, it

wouldn�t be so bad. Overall, I wouldn�t want to trade

my dad for anyone else�s. He loves us kids and Mom

too. But I think that�s sometimes the problem. He wants

to do things for us, things he thinks are good. But he

needs to give them more thought because:

SEAN, HEIDI and DIANE: (In unison) Father knows better!

(The lights fade to black and come up on the Center Stage area where

FATHER and the three children are seated around the dining room

table. MOTHER enters carrying a dish, which she sets on the table.

FATHER quickly rises and pulls out her chair. She sits. The family

starts eating dinner.)

FATHER: I have a surprise for you, Diane.

DIANE: (Knows it can�t be good) You have ... a surprise?

MOTHER: Well, whatever it is, dear, don�t keep us in suspense.

FATHER: Well, you know, Dan Lucas and I work together?

DIANE: Kyle�s father?

MOTHER: Don�t interrupt, dear, your father is trying to

tell you something.

HEIDI: (Stage whisper to SEAN) Something Diane won�t want

to know, I�ll bet.

SEAN: (Whispering to HEIDI) Whatever would make you think

that?

MOTHER: Sean, dear. Heidi, sweetheart, don�t distract your

father.

SEAN and HEIDI: (Simultaneously) Sorry, Mom.

fade  /feId/  vi.  lose color or brightness;
disappear slowly  Ê«¬äö»

ð¥û§

suspense ø /s«5spens/  n.  üî

keep (sb.) in suspense  delay tell-
ing (sb.) what they are eager to
know  ¹úúüî¬ÊâÙÙ»

æß

bet  /bet/  (bet or betted)  vt.  be sure
ÒÏ¨¬·Å

sweetheart  /5swiùthAùt/  n. (used as an
affectionate form of address)
darling; boyfriend or girlfriend ×
®Ä»Ð(®)óÑ

simultaneously  /7sIm«l5teInI«slI/  ad.
at exactly the same time  ¬±Ø

simultaneousï  /7sIm«l5teInj«s/  a.

60

65

70

75

80

85

90
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FATHER: Now then. As I was saying, I know how much you

like young Kyle.

DIANE: Father!

FATHER: It�s true, isn�t it? Didn�t I hear you tell your mother

that you wish Kyle would ask you to the senior prom

7

?

SEAN: Uh-oh!

HEIDI: Oops!

MOTHER: Please, children, please. Your father is trying to

speak.

DIANE:  (Through clenched teeth, the words are in a monotone and

evenly spaced.)  Yes-I-said-that-why-are-you-asking?

FATHER: Well then.

DIANE: (Becoming hysterical) �Well then� what?!

FATHER: What did I say? Did I say something wrong?

HEIDI: (To SEAN) Not yet, he didn�t.

SEAN: (To HEIDI) But you know it�s coming.

MOTHER: Children, please. Do give your father the re-

spect he deserves.

HEIDI and SEAN: (Rolling their eyes) Yes, Mother.

FATHER: Well, today I saw Dan and asked if he�d like to go

to lunch at that French restaurant on Third Street. You

know the one, Mother.

MOTHER: Well, yes, I believe I do.

FATHER: My treat, I told him. And, of course, he was glad

to accept.

MOTHER: Why wouldn�t he be?

FATHER: (Somewhat surprised) Well, yes.

DIANE: What-has-this-to-do-with me?!

MOTHER: Diane, sometimes I just don�t understand your

behavior. I try my best.

DIANE: (Very short with her) I�m sorry.

MOTHER: Thank you, Diane. (To FATHER) Please do go

on, dear.

FATHER: As I said �

HEIDI: We know what you said, Daddy.

FATHER: Er ... uh, what�s that?

SEAN: She said, �We know what you said, Daddy.�

95

100

105

110

115

120

125

130

prom  /pr�m/ n. (AmE)  (ßÐòó

§ÈÄ)à¶èá

oops  /Ups/  int.  (infml)  ¥´

clench ø /klentS/  vt.  hold (one’s
teeth, hands, etc.) together tightly
§ô»Õô

monotone /  5m�n«t«Un/  n.  (ï÷¢

«ÊÈÄ)¥÷

hysterical ï /hI5sterIk«l/  a.  ª¹×

ïÄ

er /Îù,«/ int.  (ÃÚí¾ÙÉ¢Á÷)

¶¬À

uh /Ãn,«n/ int.  Å¬í
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FATHER: Yes, yes, of course.

MOTHER: Do get on with it, dear. I�ve made the most

glorious dessert. An old recipe handed down to me by

my great Aunt Hilda �

DIANE: Mother, please!

MOTHER: Yes, dear?

(DIANE shakes her head and lets her body fall against the back

of the chair.)

FATHER: At any rate, Dan�s a nice guy. Never knew him

well. Found we have a lot of the same interests. Our

families, our community, global peace, human welfare.

HEIDI: (Mumbling to herself) That narrows it down

8

, all right.

SEAN: Father?

FATHER: Yes, son?

SEAN: I do believe Diane would like to know the surprise.

DIANE: (Breathing hard as if exhausted, she turns to SEAN, nod-

ding her head up and down repeatedly.) Thank you, Sean. I

owe you one.

9

FATHER: Well, yes. Here it is then. I told Dan of your in-

terest in his son.

DIANE: You what?

MOTHER: Diane, what has come over you? I just don�t un-

derstand the younger generation. Why back in my day �

DIANE: Mother, please!

MOTHER: What, what? What?

HEIDI: Mother, I believe she wants Father to continue.

SEAN: (To himself) Get this over with, more likely.

DIANE: Daddy, please, tell me. Now. Right away. What did

you say, Daddy? Please. Tell me, what did you tell Mr.

Lucas? Tell me, please. Please, tell me.

FATHER: Well, now, isn�t this nice. It looks like my little

scheme is a success. You�re so eager to find out ... makes

a man feel as if it�s all worthwhile.

HEIDI: (To SEAN) Can you believe this?

SEAN: (To HEIDI) Oh, sure. Can�t you?

FATHER: Yes, well, I told him how much you liked young

Kyle, and how you�d been wishing he�d ask you to the

135

140

145

150

155

160

165

glorious  / 5gl�ùrI«s/  a.  wonderful;
splendid; having or deserving great
fame and honor  «ÃÄ»ÔÍ

Ä»âÙÄ

dessert  /dI5zÎùt/  n.  (Íó)ðãÄ

recipeï / 5resIpI/  n.  ë¿¨»Ø÷

hand down  give or leave to people
who are younger or come later
Ñ«Â¥

at any rate  whatever may happen,
in any case  ÞÛçÎ¬»Üõù

community /k« 5mjuùnItI/ n.  the
people living in one place, district,
or country, considered as a whole
çø»çá

welfare  / 5welfe«(r)/  n.  £û»Ò

£

mumbleø / 5mÃmbl/  v.  speak or say
sth. unclearly  ¾æ»¬ýØµ

narrow down  reduce the number or
possibilities or choices of  õ¡

Ä¶§

exhaust  /Ig5z�ùst/  vt.  tire out; use up
completely  ¹î£¦¡»Ãê¬

Ä¡

repeatedly  /rI5piùtIdlI/  ad.  again
and again  ´´Ø

come over  (of a strong feeling) take
hold of (sb.) suddenly (³ÖÐõ)

»»°ì(³Ë)

scheme /skiùm/ n. a clever plan, esp.
to do sth. bad or illegal; a system-
atic plan for a course of action õ
±¬îÆ»Æ®
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prom.

DIANE: You didn�t! Tell me you didn�t!

FATHER: Oh, yes. Anything for my children.

DIANE: (Swallowing hard) And ... and �

MOTHER: Diane, are you all right?

DIANE: (She juts out her chin at MOTHER and quickly jerks her

head around to face FATHER.) Well ... what did he say?!

FATHER: Well, of course, being the sort of man he is �

frank, understanding, he said he�d speak to the young

man, insist he give you a call.

DIANE: (Angry scream!) Whaaaaaat!

SEAN and HEIDI: (Together) Father, you know better

than that.

FATHER: I do? Yes, yes, I guess I do. I�ve ... done it again

10

,

haven�t I?

(The lights quickly fade to black and then come up a second or two

later. DIANE stands alone at the Down Right edge of the stage. HEIDI

and SEAN enter Down Left and cross to the edge of the stage.)

DIANE: Can you imagine how humiliated I was? An honor

student, class president. And Father was out asking people

to have their sons call and ask me to the prom! But that�s

dear old dad. Actually, he is a dear. He just doesn�t stop to

think. And it�s not just one of us who�ve felt the heavy

hand of interference. Oh, no, all three of us live in constant

dread knowing that at any time disaster can strike because:

DIANE, HEIDI and SEAN: (Shouting in unison) Father

knows better.

(The lights fade to black and quickly come up again Stage Left where there

is an executive-type desk and chair and two other chairs. Behind the desk

sits MRS. HIGGINS, in charge of admitting new students to Benjamin

Harrison High School. HEIDI and FATHER sit in the other chairs.)

MRS. HIGGINS: So this is our new student, is it?

FATHER: That�s right.

MRS. HIGGINS: What�s your name, young lady?

HEIDI: Heidi Thompson.

MRS. HIGGINS: I�m sure you�ll find the students friendly.

170

175

180

185

190

195

200

jut  /dZÃt/  v.  (¹)»ö¬ìö

jut out (¹)»ö¬ìö

jerkï /dZÎùk/ vt.   pull suddenly and
quickly  ÍØ»¤(ò»È)

frank  /frQNk/  a.  showing one’s
thoughts and feelings openly  ¹×

Ä¬±ÊÄ

know better than (that / to do sth.)
be wise or well-trained enough not
to do (sth.)  ÷Âíø»ÁÚ(ö

³Â)

humiliate ø /hjuù5mIlIeIt/  vt.  make
(sb.) feel ashamed or seem silly, esp.
in public  ßè¬¹ª³

interference  /7Int«5fI«r«ns/  n.   É
æ»ÉÅ

constant  /  5k�nst«nt/  a.  without
stopping; unchanging   ÖøÄ»

»äÄ

dread ï /dred/  n.  great fear  ·å¬

ÖÀ
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And the teachers more than willing to answer questions.

FATHER: She is an exceptional young woman, you know.

HEIDI: Daddy!

FATHER: Very, very bright.

MRS. HIGGINS: Yes, now if we can get you to fill out �

FATHER: Don�t know where she got her brains. Her

mother, I suppose. Oh, I was bright enough. But noth-

ing like Heidi. All her teachers have told Mrs. Thomp-

son � that�s her mother � and me that she was just

about the brightest �

MRS. HIGGINS: (Interrupts as she loses her patience, though try-

ing to be pleasant) As I said, if you have proof of vaccina-

tions �  

FATHER: (Interrupts, carrying on with his line of thought) Besides

being bright, she�s very, very talented.

HEIDI: (Twists her hands over and over in front of her chest) Please,

Daddy, don�t do this.

FATHER: Well, of course I will, darling. I�m proud of you.

Your mother and I are proud of you. (Turns back to MRS.

HIGGINS.) Why just last year, in her last year of junior

high school, before we moved, Heidi placed first in the

county in the annual spelling bee

11

! Isn�t that wonderful?

And she plays the piano like an angel. An absolute angel.

HEIDI: Daddy, please. Please, please. Daddy, I have to go to

class. I want to go to class. Please let me go to class.

FATHER: See what I mean? Such an eager learner. I can�t

imagine anyone�s being more eager for knowledge than

my Heidi. My little girl.

MRS. HIGGINS: Yes, well, be that as it may �

12

HEIDI: Aaargh! Aaaaargh! Aaaargh!

(DIANE and SEAN enter Down Right. They look at HEIDI,

FATHER, and MRS. HIGGINS.)

HEIDI, DIANE and SEAN: (Shouting in unison) Daddy, you

know better than that!

FATHER: Er, uh, I do?

(Curtain)

                                             1934  words

205

210

215

220

225

230

235

patience  / 5peIS«ns/  n.  ÍÄ¬ÌÍ

proof /pruùf/  n.  ¤Ý¬¤÷

vaccination  /7vQksI5neIS«n/  n.  ßç

ÓÖ

vaccinate ï  / 5vQksIneIt/  vt. pro-
tect (sb.) (against a disease) by giv-
ing them a vaccine ª(³Ë)ÓÖ

ßç

talented  / 5tQl«ntId/  a.  gifted  ÐÅ

ÜÄ»ìÅÄ

talent  / 5tQl«nt/  n. ÅÜ¬ìÅ

twist /twIst/ v. turn (sth.) so that it
moves in a circle; bend and change
direction often; injure one’s ankle,
wrist, etc. by bending in the wrong
direction  ª¯»¤ú»¤Ë

over and over  repeatedly; many
times »ÙØ»àÎ

junior  / 5dZuùnj«/  a.  younger, lower
in rank than another  Ïê×Ä»

Ø»ÏÍÄ

angel ï / 5eIn(d)Z«l/  n.  ì¹ 外
教
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Proper Names

Marsh Cassady  / 5mAùS k«5sAùdI/ í² · ¨øÏ

Heidi  / 5haIdI/ £Ù(®Óû¬AdalheidÄÇÆ)

Diane  /daI5Qn/ ì²(®Óû¬Diana Äìå)

Sean  /S�:n/ ¤÷(ÐÓû)

Higgins  / 5hIgInz/ £ð¹(ÕÏ)

Thompson / 5t�mps«n/ ÀÕ(ÕÏ)

Dan Lucas  / 5dQn 5luùk«s/ ¤ · ¬¨¹(Luke Äìå)

Kyle  /kaIl/ û(ÐÓû)

Hilda  / 5hIld«/ £ûï(®Óû)

Benjamin Harrison / 5bendZ«mIn 5hQrIs«n/ High School

¾Ü÷ · þïß¶Ð§

Notes

1. This text is taken from Funny Business (1997) by Marsh Cassady, an American

novelist and playwright, published by Meriwether Publishing Ltd.

2. Waiting tables.: Working in a restaurant serving food and drink to people

at their tables.

3. he�s always pulling these dumb things on me: he�s always playing stupid

tricks on me

4. Tell me what?: Tell me what I did to deserve this?

5. I wouldn�t know.: I do not know, and I am not the person you should ask.

6. I can�t imagine why.: I can�t imagine why you couldn�t see me (although

he knows very well that it was because he had been hiding).

7. ask you to the senior prom: ask you to be his partner in the formal

dance party for senior high school students

8. That narrows it down: That limits the possibilities of what they might

have discussed

9. I owe you one.: I should do something for you because you have done

something for me.

10. I�ve � done it again: I�ve � done the wrong thing again

11. spelling bee: a spelling contest

12. be that as it may �: that may be true, but �

外
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N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from Question 7, change roles.

When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions to you for a check.

ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

1. How many characters are there in this play? Who are they?

2. Are the children grateful for what their father does for them?

Why or why not?

3. What did Sean plan to do with the money he earned from his first

job?

4. Why did Father make a point of(ØØ)coming to the restaurant?

5. Why did Sean try to hide himself when he saw his father in the

restaurant?

6. What did Sean think of his father’s unexpected visit?

7. Why did Father invite Dan Lucas to lunch?

8. What did Dan Lucas promise to do?

9. How did Diane react to the surprise Father had for her?

10. Why did Heidi change school?

11. What did Father try to impress on Mrs. Higgins?

12. Why was Heidi so eager to go to class?

Now switch roles. 外
教
社
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N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

2. The play can be di-

vided into three scenes

accord ing  to  the

changes in setting as

made clear in the

above exercise. Now

put down the main

idea of each scene.

1. This play comprises

three settings. Can you

write them down? The

first one has been done

for you.

Scenes                                                Main Ideas

Scene One

Scene Two

Scene Three

No.              Settings

1 A fast-food restaurant

2

3

Language Sense Enhancement

1. Read aloud the com-

ments on Father made

by Sean (Lines 68 � 73)

and Diane (Lines186

� 192) until you have

learned them by heart.

Then try to complete

the passage from

memory.

If that sort of thing happened only __________ _______ _______

_______ (1), it wouldn’t be so bad. Overall, I wouldn’t want to ________

my dad ______ (2) anyone else’s. He loves us kids and Mom too. But I

think that’s sometimes _______ ____________ (3). He wants to do things

for us, things ______ _________ (4) are good. But he needs to give them

more thought ...

*            *            *            *            *            *
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Perspectives

David  Anthony

I, when young,

meant to change the world.

Now I see

that the world has changed

from my point of view.

2. Read aloud the poem

writ ten by  David

Anthony, a contempo-

rary English poet.

Can you imagine how ___________________ (5) I was? An honor

student, _________ _____________ (6). And Father was out asking people

to _________ (7) their sons call and ask me to the prom! But that’s dear old

dad. ______________ (8), he is a dear. He just doesn’t ________ ______

___________ (9). And it’s not just one of us who’ve felt the heavy hand

of _______________ (10). Oh, no, all three of us live in constant dread

knowing that at any time disaster can strike …

ÓÇ

óÀ¤²«á

Òêáø¢®±

»Äª«Àçäöù£

øçñÄÒ´´

âÀç¢ÇÒÓ°ÏªÄ

Ç£ù£

3. Read the quotations.

Learn them by heart if

you can.

Each generation imagines itself to be more intelligent than the one

that went before it, and wiser than the one that comes after it.

� George Orwell

¿»úË¼ÔÔªÈ°ËüÏÛ¬ÈóËü¢÷£

ªªÇÎ¤Âþû

If youth is the season of hope, it is often so only in the sense that

our elders are hopeful about us.

� George Eliot

ôµàºÇäú£ûÄ±Ú¬Ç££»Çâ¶ÅÒÇÄ

¤²ÔÒÇäú£û£

�ªªÇÎ¤¬ÔØ
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It is one of the capital tragedies of youth � and youth is the time

of tragedy � that the young are thrown mainly with adults they do

not quite respect.

� H. L. Mencken

âÇàº±ÚîóÄ»ö¯çªªøàº±ÚýÇËú

Ä¯ç®¾ªªêáËóà»×ëûÇ¢»õ´´ØÄÉË

®Ð£

ªª H · L · ÅÏ

Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age a regret.

� Benjamin Disraeli

àê°°§§¬³ê«¦ò´¬ÏêäúÅ¶£

ªª¾Ü÷ · Ò¹×û

4. Read the humorous

stor y for fun. You

might need to look up

n e w  w o r d s  i n  a

dictionary.

During one �generation gap� quarrel with his parents young

Michael cried, �I want excitement, adventure, money, and beau-

tiful women. I�ll never find it here at home, so I�m leaving.

Don�t try and stop me!�

With that he headed toward the door. His father rose and

followed close behind.

�Didn�t you hear what I said? I don�t want you to try and

stop me.�

�Who�s trying to stop you?�

replied his father. �If you wait a

minute, I�ll go with you.�

外
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dumb come over junior at any rate

scheme constant typical hand down

frank narrow down fade dread

welfare glorious interference community

1) The view that you should never spend more than you earn is fairly

_____________ of people of their generation.

2) The artists stood before the paintings almost ______________ with

astonishment at their beauty.

3) In 1963, after his ______________ year in high school, Clinton was

elected into a government study program for young people in

Washington, D. C.

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently used

in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of exercises to

help you learn how to use them.

Language Focus

Words and Phrases to Drill

assureassure

assureassure

assure

betbet

betbet

bet

communitycommunity

communitycommunity

community

consistconsist

consistconsist

consist

constantconstant

constantconstant

constant

dreaddread

dreaddread

dread

dumbdumb

dumbdumb

dumb

exhaustexhaust

exhaustexhaust

exhaust

fadefade

fadefade

fade

frankfrank

frankfrank

frank

gloriousglorious

gloriousglorious

glorious

humiliatehumiliate

humiliatehumiliate

humiliate

hystericalhysterical

hystericalhysterical

hysterical

interferenceinterference

interferenceinterference

interference

juniorjunior

juniorjunior

junior

locationlocation

locationlocation

location

patiencepatience

patiencepatience

patience

proofproof

proofproof

proof

repeatedlyrepeatedly

repeatedlyrepeatedly

repeatedly

schemescheme

schemescheme

scheme

talenttalent

talenttalent

talent

twis ttwis t

twis ttwis t

twis t

typicaltypical

typicaltypical

typical

welfarewelfare

welfarewelfare

welfare

at any rateat any rate

at any rateat any rate

at any rate

come overcome over

come overcome over

come over

consist ofconsist of

consist ofconsist of

consist of

hand downhand down

hand downhand down

hand down

in unisonin unison

in unisonin unison

in unison

keep (sb.) in suspensekeep (sb.) in suspense

keep (sb.) in suspensekeep (sb.) in suspense

keep (sb.) in suspense

know better than (that / to do sth.)know better than (that / to do sth.)

know better than (that / to do sth.)know better than (that / to do sth.)

know better than (that / to do sth.)

narrow downnarrow down

narrow downnarrow down

narrow down

over and overover and over

over and overover and over

over and over

N          Vocabulary

I.

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.
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4) William Byrd composed many pieces of music, but his Latin church

music is considered his most _______________ work.

5) Governments establish ______________ systems to provide a safety

net to prevent people from suffering the effects of poverty.

6) You quit that respectable, well-paid job for this unpromising one?

What __________________ you?

7) Many animals face extinction(ðø)as the result of human

__________________.

8) Her hope of her husband’s return is ____________ as years go by.

9) Having worked for three years, Roger decided to enrol on an MBA

program and _____________________ his choice to three famous

universities on the East Coast.

10) A _____________ reply is much more appreciated than beating about

the bush(ªä¨Ç).

11) Harold is always coming up with these dumb _______________ for

making money that just get us into trouble.

12) Call me, write to me, email me; _____________________, let’s keep

in touch.

2. Rewrite each sentence

with the word or

phrase in brackets,

keeping the same

meaning. The first

part has been written

for you.

1) Five generals and four police officers make up the security council.

(consist)

The security council

2) The plan is to locate the hotel somewhere overlooking the lake. (location)

The new hotel

3) Her comments about my family background in front of so many people

injured my pride.                                                                                   (humiliate)

I

4) Can you prove that it was Henry who stole the computer?           (proof)

Do you

5) The long cycle ride tired the boy out.                                              (exhaust)

The boy

外
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Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

I have made the most ________ dessert. An old recipe _____________

me by my great Aunt Hilda. (hand down, glorious)

I have made the most glorious

  

 dessert. An old recipe handed down to

  

 me by

my great Aunt Hilda.

1) Father grew almost ________________, “That stamp _________________

_____________ your grandfather, and is worth a fortune at the moment.

You _____________________________________ to trade it for a few

drinks!”                                                           (hysterical, know better than, hand down)

2) Shocked by what she saw, the mother of the murdered youth

_______________ her hands, saying ____________________ that her

___________________ couldn’t be dead.            (over and over, talent, twist)

3)  John was not a man of ________________ and he begged the doctor

_______________________________ and tell him frankly how serious

his illness was, but the doctor ____________ him _________________

that he was not seriously ill and the best cure was a couple of weeks’

relaxation completely away from his work.

(patience, keep sb. in suspense, assure, repeatedly)

II. Collocation

Adjective + to doAdjective + to do

Adjective + to doAdjective + to do

Adjective + to do

Some adjectives can be followed by infinitives, as in the following examples

taken from the text:

You�re so eager to find out�

And the teachers more than willing to answer questions.

Now complete the sen-

tences by translating the

Chinese into English.

3. C o m p l e t e  t h e

sentences, using the

words or phrases in

brackets. Make addi-

t i ons  o r  changes

where necessary.

1. His wages are ________________(ã»)to support his family.

2. Joan is _______________(±Ú)to meet Mr. Keller and his family.

3. After all his hard work, he is __________(Ï¨á)to pass the exam.

4. Many scholars are _______________(úãÚ)to live a simple life.

5. Emma is ___________(Ðãñ»ý£)to go out in such stormy

weather.

6. Do remind me because I’m ____________(ÉÜá)to forget.

7. You’re very ________________(ÒË)to have a good teacher.

8. She’s out of hospital and __________(ÈÐØë)to go back to work.
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III. Usage

There are quite a number of forms of the subjunctive mood in English. In

the text you can find:

He�d insist he give you a call. (the use of the base form of a verb)

Be that as it may � (�be� used in a fixed phrase)

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the passage

with words chosen

from the Words and

Phrases to Drill box.

C h a n g e  t h e  f o r m

where necessary.

Our dad is _____________ (1) of the older generation. You can

certainly say he gives our _____________ (2) his _____________ (3)

attention. Sometimes, however, we wish he wouldn’t try quite so

hard. To be ____________ (4), he seems to have a ____________ (5)

for embarrassing us by making ____________ (6) remarks. He should

__________ __________ __________ __________ (7), but he never

seems to learn and just goes on making the same old mistakes

____________ (8). The result is that we live in constant ________ (9)

of his well-intentioned ________________ (10) in our affairs. Mom is

no help, as you can _________ (11) she will always see things from

his point of view rather than from ours.  Overall, though, he’s a won-

derful dad and I _______________ (12) you I wouldn’t trade him for

anyone in the world.

Now fill in the gaps with

appropriate forms of the

verbs in brackets.

1. The doctor insisted that the patient _________________ (admit) to

hospital imme-diately.

2. During the National Day celebrations, people shouted repeatedly:

“Long _________ (live) the People’s Republic of China!”

3. Some of the students requested that the trip ____________________

(postpone).

4.  The English teacher strongly advises that every student ___________

(buy) an all-English dictionary.

5. A great many scientists proposed that human cloning(Ë¡)

__________________ (ban).

6. I’ll come as promised, __________ (be) it rain or shine.

N

Comprehensive Exercises

2.  Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got

its main idea, and then

select one appropriate

word for each gap

from the box follow-

ing the passage.

A new research study has found that, _____________ (1) what

parents might believe, there is an enormous gap between what they

think their children are doing online and what is _____________ (2)

happening.

In one part of the study, over 500 children from a variety of ages

and backgrounds were asked if they gave out personal information
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online. 73% said that they did. The parents of the ____________ (3)

children believed that only 4% of their children did so.

The children were also asked if they had made face-to-face

________________ (4) with strangers that they had met online. 36%

from the high school group admitted to meeting with a stranger they

had met online. Nearly 40% of these children _______________ (5)

to speaking with strangers regularly. Fewer than 9% of the parents

knew that their children had been meeting with strangers.

Another part of the study found that 30% of children between

the ages of 9 and 18 delete(¾ý)the search history from their browsers

(¯À÷)in an _____________ (6) to protect their privacy from their

parents. Common filtering software(ýËíþ)may _________ (7)

be effective, since children will access what they are looking for else-

where — at a friend’s house, an Internet café, or school. One prob-

lem lies in the fact that parents don’t know much about using popular

online software and chat programs, and __________ (8) to have no

clue about what is really happening online. This lack of knowledge on

the parents’ part may be no _______________ (9) from the situation

before the arrival of the Web. Parents don’t know what their children

are doing on the Net, in the same _____________ (10) that they don’t

know what goes on at class, parties, or clubs.

admitted same despite really attempt

not manner equal regardless certainly

tend contact different given obviously

II. Translation

1. Translate the sen-

tences into English, us-

ing  the  words  o r

phrases in brackets.

1) Æ§ÒÇÒ½ðÇÏÐ®Ä¤ÝËð¿(proof)

__________________________________________________________

2) Æ®¯±áÑ«¨Ëç§ÄÉÜØãõ¡½Ë½öØ£Çò£

(location, narrow down)

3) ½·»ö§¥Ë¤÷¬øÒ¹§¥Ë«È¬û»Ã¿çáÈÃÈ

ýàú£(welfare)

__________________________________________________________
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4) É®þËéÉÄãóÅ (jury)»ÂíöÏªêöÐï (guilty)£

(consist of, in unison)

__________________________________________________________

5) ý½ÐËÊÉûÄÅÜ¬¤÷õÃÜËæÜóè£ (talent, humiliate)

__________________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words and phrases

given.

¼²·ÈúÄùÓÇÎ®ÚíÏýØðô(heavy metal)ôÖ¬

â¹çøäûÓñÞ¨ëß££¹»°ÄÚÓÇÕÚ§¥ËÍÄ¬

ö¨±ÓÉ¤£ûÇòç°ø¼²·Èú¬¹ÊØÑë¨æßË

û£¼²·ÈúòÚÓ£¤û»¨áâöâöÊâ£ÅÂç°û

ã¥µâùÓº°ãâÇõ´Ë¿ãÃ®Ã»ÜªËãÔºÄéÖ

øÁ(disturb)ðË£±áûÇÎÃ CD ú¬§»ËçÔÎ·íþ£

community exhaust interference frank

come over know better than assure patience
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New Words and Expressions

gap  /gQp/  n.  a large difference between things or
people;  an opening in the middle of sth.  îì»

±Ú

comment  / 5k�ment/  n.  a written or spoken remark
giving an opinion  ÀÛ¬öÀ

v.  make a comment
chatterø  / 5tSQt«(r)/  vi. talk continuously in a fast

informal way  ë¶»©©»Ý

rely on  depend upon, look to for help  Àµ¬À¿

define  /dI5faIn/  vt. give the distinguishing character-
istics of ; state precisely the meaning of  í÷»

øÂ¨å

apart from  in addition to; except for  ý®â(¹

Ð)»ýÔâ(ðÞ)

spur  /spÎù(r)/  vt.  cause (sth.) to happen; encourage
(sb.) to do sth.  ¹¢ú»Ùø¬¤ø

5

It�s a common scene these days, one

playing out in cars, kitchens and bedrooms

across the country.

6

Children increasingly rely on per-

sonal technological devices like cellphones

to define themselves and create social

circles apart from their families, changing

the way they communicate with their

parents.

7

Innovation, of course, has always

spurred broad societal changes. (2) As

Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

Sending text messages is becoming ever more popular, especially with young people. Does texting

broaden the gap between the generations or does it help parents and children keep more in touch?

Laura Holson investigates.

Text Generation Gap: U R 2 Old

1

                           

                                  

                                  

                 Laura M. Holson

1

As president of the Walt Disney

Company�s children�s book and magazine

publishing unit, Russell Hampton knows

a thing or two about teenagers. Or he

thought as much until he was driving his

14-year-old daughter, Katie, and two

friends to a play last year in Los Angeles.

2

�Katie and her friends were sitting

in the back seat talking to each other about

some movie star; I think it was Orlando

Bloom,� recalls Mr. Hampton. (1) �I made

some comment about him, but I got the

typical teenager guttural sigh and Katie

rolled her eyes at me as if to say, �Oh Dad,

you are so out of it

2

��.

3

After that, the back-seat chattering

stopped. When Mr. Hampton looked into

his rearview mirror he saw his daughter

sending a text message on her cellphone.

�Katie, you shouldn�t be texting all the

time,� Mr. Hampton recalls telling her.

�Your friends are there. It�s rude.�

4

�But, Dad, we�re texting each other,�

she replied. �I don�t want you to hear what

I�m saying.�
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ing parents and children � the birth of

rock�n� roll or the sexual revolution of the

1960s, for example � various gulfs emerge.

(3) Baby boomers who warned decades ago

that their out-of-touch parents couldn�t be

trusted now sometimes find themselves

raising children who � thanks to the

Internet and the cellphone � consider

Mom and Dad to be clueless, too.

13

Cellphones, instant messaging, e-

mail and the like have encouraged younger

users to create their own inventive, quirky

and very private written language. That

has given them the opportunity to essen-

tially hide in plain sight

5

.

telephones became ubiquitous in the last

century, users � adults and teenagers alike

� found a form of privacy and easy com-

munication unknown to Alexander Gra-

ham Bell or his daughters.

8

The automobile ultimately shuttled

in an era when teenagers could go on dates

far from watchful parents. And the

computer, along with the Internet, has

given even very young children virtual lives

distinctly separate from those of their par-

ents and siblings.

9

The popularity of the cellphone �

along with the mobility and intimacy it

affords � will further exploit and accel-

erate these trends. �For kids it has become

an identity-shaping and psyche-changing

object,� observes Sherry Turkle, a social

psychologist at the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology who has studied the

social impact of mobile communications.

10

So far, parents� ability to reach their

children whenever they want affords

families more pluses than minuses

3

. Mr.

Hampton, who is divorced, says it is easy

to reach Katie even though they live in

different time zones. And college students

who are pressed for time

4

, like Ben Blanton,

a freshman at Vanderbilt University, can

text their parents when it suits them, ask-

ing them to run errands or just saying hello.

11

�Texting is in between calling and

sending an e-mail,� he explains. Now he

won�t even consider writing a letter to his

mother. �It�s too time consuming,� he

says. �You have to go to the post office.

Instead, I can sit and watch television and

send a text, which is the same thing.�

12

But as with any cultural shift involv-

alike  /«5laIk/  a.,ad.  ¬ùÄ(Ø)¬àÆÄ(Ø)

automobile  / 5�ùt«m«biùl/  n. (AmE)car  ûµ

shuttleï  / 5SÃtl/  v.  move or go frequently back and
forth  ©ó¬ùµËÍ

era  / 5I«r«/  n.  ±ú¬Íª

virtual  /  5vÎùtSU«l/  a.  created by computers or
appearing on the Internet  éâÄ

distinctly  /dI5stINktlI/  ad.  åþØ»åúØ

popularity  /7p�pjU5lQrItI/  n.  the quality of being
well liked or admired  Õ°¬÷Ð

trend  /trend/  n.  a general direction in which a situ-
ation is changing or developing  ÷Æ»±÷

impact  / 5ImpQkt/  n.  strong effect or influence  ¿
ÒÄ°ì

mobile  / 5m«UbaIl/  a.  able to move freely or be
moved easily from place to place  î¯Ä»ÉÆ

¯Ä

minus  / 5maIn«s/  n.  disadvantage; minus sign  ±
ã»ºÅ

zone  /z«Un/  n.  an area that has an important or
typical feature  Øø»Øø

time zone  ±ø

run errands  do or get sth. (for sb.), usually by
making a short trip  ìÂ»ÜÈ

consume  /k«n5sjuùm/  vt.  use (time, energy, fuel,
etc.)  ûÄ¬¨Ñ

gulf  /gÃlf/  n.  ôÒ¬èµ»£å

clueless  a.  »ËâÄ¬»ªéÄ

and the like  and so on  îçËà¬ÈÈ

opportunity  /7�p« 5tjuùnItI/  n. a chance to do
something  úá»±ú
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14

In some cases, they may even be-

come more alienated from those closest

to them, says Anita Gurian, a clinical

psychologist.

15

�Cellphones demand parental in-

volvement of a different kind,� she notes.

�Kids can do a lot of things in front of

their parents without them knowing.�

16

To be sure, parents have always

been concerned about their children�s

well-being � and the rise of the cellphone

offers just the latest twist in that dynamic.

However it all unfolds, it has helped

prompt communications companies to

educate parents about how better to be in

touch with their children.

17

In a survey released 18 months ago,

AT&T found that among 1,175 parents

interviewed, nearly half learned how to

text-message their children. More than 60

percent of parents agreed that it helped

them communicate. When asked if their

children wanted a call or a text message

requesting that they be home by curfew,

for instance, 58 percent of parents said

their children preferred a text.

18

Text messaging has perhaps become

this generation�s version of pig Latin

6

. For

dumbfounded parents, AT&T now offers

a tutorial that decodes acronyms meant to

keep parents at bay. �Teens may use text

language to keep parents in the dark about

their conversations,� the tutorial states.

Some acronyms meant to alert children to

prying eyes are POS (�parent over

shoulder�), PRW (�parents are watching�)

and KPC (�keeping parents clueless�).

19

Savannah Pence, 15, says she wants

to be in touch with her parents � but also

alienateï / 5eIlj«neIt/  vt. cause (sb.) to feel different
from others and not part of a group  ¹è¶

dynamic  /daI5nQmIk/  n.  ¯¬¬¯¦

unfold ï /Ãn5f«Uld/  vi.  happen or develop  ¹ª¬

¢¹

prompt  /pr�mpt/  vt. make (sb.) decide to do sth.  Ù
¹(³Ëö³Â)

interview  / 5Int«vjuù/  vt.  (of a reporter, etc.) have a
meeting with (sb.) for questions, opinions, etc.  æ
¸»ÉÃ»æÔ

n.
version  / 5vÎùS«n/  n.  æ¾»ÄàÎ½

decodeø /diù5k«Ud/  vt. find the meaning of (sth. esp.
sth.) written in code  âÄÜë

keep … at bay  prevent (sb.) from coming close or
prevent (sth. bad) from affecting you  »ÃÓ

ü; À¶

keep … in the dark  not tell (sb.) sth. that you
want to keep secret  «ÉÚÄï»»Ãª

À(³Â)

alert  /«5lÎùt/  vt. warn (sb.) of danger or trouble so
that they may get ready to act  ¹¯õ»¹¯è

relate  /rI5leIt/  vi.  be able to understand the way sb.
feels  íâ¬Ï¬

be aware of  having knowledge or realization of  ª
À»÷×

wants to keep them at arm�s length

7

. �I

don�t text that much in front of my par-

ents because they read them,� she says.

20

At first, Savannah�s father, John

Pence, who owns a restaurant in Portland,

Ore., was unsure about how to relate to

his daughter. �I didn�t know how to com-

municate with her,� Mr. Pence says. So

he took a crash course

8

 in text messaging

� from Savannah. But so far he knows

how to quickly type only a few words or

phrases: Where are you? Why haven�t you

called me? When are you coming home?

21

Savannah says she sends a text mes-

sage to her father at least two or three

times a day. �I can�t ask him questions

because he is too slow,� she adds.

22

Mr. Pence is well aware of how de-

stabilizing cellphones, iPods and hand-held
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video game players can be to family

relations. �I see kids text under the table at

the restaurant,� he says. �They don�t teach

them etiquette anymore.� Some children,

he says, watch videos in restaurants.

23

�They don�t know that�s the time to

carry on a conversation,� he remarks. �I

would like to walk up to some tables and

say, �Kids, put your iPods and your

cellphones away and talk to your parents.��

24

But even he has found that enforc-

ing rules is harder than might be expected.

He now permits Savannah to send text

messages while watching TV, after he no-

ticed her using a blanket over her lap to

hide that she was sending messages to

friends. (4) �I could have them in the same

room texting, or I wouldn�t let them text

and they would leave,� says Mr. Pence of

his children. �They are good kids, but you

want to know what they are up to.�

1095 words

etiquette ø  / 5etIket/  n.  ñÇ

remark  /rI5mAùk/  v.  make a comment or express an
opinion  ÀÛ»¢íâû

enforce  /In5f�ùs/  v. make sure a law or rule is obeyed
¿Æ´Ð

be up to  be occupied or busy with  ¦Ú»ýÚö

Notes

1. The text is retrieved from www.nytimes.com/2008/03/09/business/09cell.

html. U R 2 Old: You Are Too Old (to do/learn text messaging), text language,

used here to give a touch of humor.

2. out of it: too old-fashioned to know what�s going on in the world; out of

touch

3. affords families more pluses than minuses: brings more advantages than

disadvantages to families

4. who are pressed for time: who don�t have enough time

5. hide in plain sight: to keep secret what they are doing in the presence of

their parents

6. pig Latin: an English language game where the initial consonant sound of an

English word is placed at the end and an ay is affixed (e.g.: �banana� would

therefore translate to anana-bay). It is usually used by children for amuse-

ment or to carry on a conversation in privacy from adults or other children.

7. keep them at arm�s length: avoid becoming too close with them

8. a crash course: a short course to learn the most important things one

need to know about sth.
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b. refuses to let her text in his presence

c. thinks children should be seen and not heard

d. has a blanket ban on text messaging

N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. “I made some comment about him, but I

got the typical teenager guttural sigh and

Katie rolled her eyes at me as if to say, ‘Oh

Dad, you are so out of it.’”

2. As telephones became ubiquitous in the last

century, users — adults and teenagers alike

— found a form of privacy and easy com-

munication unknown to Alexander Graham

Bell or his daughters.

3. Baby boomers who warned decades ago that

their out-of-touch parents couldn’t be trusted

now sometimes find themselves raising chil-

dren who — thanks to the Internet and the

cellphone — consider Mom and Dad to be

clueless, too.

N Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. Katie and her friends stopped talking because

_______.

a. her father told her off

b. she didn’t want her father to overhear

c. they were interested in what her father

had to say

d. they thought it polite

2. The author thinks that in relating to their

children parents find the cellphone _______.

a. has on balance been an advantage

b. more of a curse than a blessing

c. balances out in terms of pluses and minuses

d. has not made much difference

3. The author implies the way children of baby

boomers regard their parents is _______.

a. clueless

b. ironic

c. sensible

d. original

4. PRW is _______.

a. pig Latin

b. a telephone company

c. a warning

d. a decoding tutorial

5. John Pence’s daughter _______.

a. uses text messages to find out where he is

b. talks to him by phone two or three times

a day

c. can’t find the words to ask him questions

d. taught him how to text

6. Savannah’s father _______.

a. thinks standards of politeness are slipping
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1. Match the definitions in Column B with the words or

phrases in Column A.

           A           B

___ 1) consume a. depend upon

___ 2) prompt b. equally;  in the

same way

___ 3) keep … at c. strong influence or

    bay effect

___ 4) enforce d. use(time, energy,

fuel, etc.)

___ 5) rely on e. make (sb.) decide

to do sth.

___ 6) alike f. prevent (sb.) from

coming close

___ 7) apart from g. make sure (a law

or rule) is obeyed

___ 8) impact h. in addition to

2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1) I’m very fond of apples, pears, ________

___________.

2) The _________________ of Facebook,

a social networking website, has at-

tracted the attention of advertisers(ã

æÌ).

3) Labor unions complained that they

____________________________________

about the company’s decision to close

down the plant.

4) “Fundamental values” is a concept easier

to ________________ in theory than in

practice.

5) He _________ not ______________ her

presence till she spoke to him.

4.  “I could have them in the same room texting,

or I wouldn’t let them text and they would

leave,” says Mr. Pence of his children.

“They are good kids, but you want to know

what they are up to.”

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases

selected from Text B. The exercises below will

help you learn to use them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

alikealike

alikealike

alike

commentcomment

commentcomment

comment

consumeconsume

consumeconsume

consume

definedefine

definedefine

define

enforceenforce

enforceenforce

enforce

impactimpact

impactimpact

impact

interviewinterview

interviewinterview

interview

mobilemobile

mobilemobile

mobile

opportunityopportunity

opportunityopportunity

opportunity

popularitypopularity

popularitypopularity

popularity

promptprompt

promptprompt

prompt

relaterelate

relaterelate

relate

trendtrend

trendtrend

trend

and the likeand the like

and the likeand the like

and the like

apart fromapart from

apart fromapart from

apart from

be aware ofbe aware of

be aware ofbe aware of

be aware of

be up tobe up to

be up tobe up to

be up to

keep � at baykeep � at bay

keep � at baykeep � at bay

keep � at bay

keep � in the darkkeep � in the dark

keep � in the darkkeep � in the dark

keep � in the dark

rely onrely on

rely onrely on

rely on

(Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

in the exercises below.)
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6) It is obvious that our new Human Re-

sources Manager can _____________ to

young employees born after 1980 very

well.

7) The boys had been quiet in the living

room for so long that we wondered what

they _________________ there.

8) The new ____________ is to buy green

products even though they are a bit more

expensive.

9) Because of the flat tire we missed the

___________________ to watch the fi-

nal race.

10) By 2007 over 798 million people around

the world accessed the internet or

equivalent mobile internet services such

as WAP and i-Mode at least occasion-

ally using a _____________ phone rather

than a personal computer.

11) The scholar made some _____________

about the recent trends in literary research.

12) What are the important questions to ask

when getting __________________ for

a job at Google?
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Acting out the Play

Have you ever tried acting out a play in English? Why not try Text A in this unit? There are

seven characters in the play: Father, Mother, Heidi, Diane, Sean, the restaurant manager and

Mrs. Higgins. Now, form groups of seven so that each student can take a role. If the total number

of students in the class can not be divided by seven, some students in the last group will take more

than one role.

Now act out the play in groups. Later the teacher might ask some groups to perform parts of

the play for the whole class.

Practical Writing

Writing Posters

To advertise a concert, a movie, or some other event, you will paint a poster (£¨) to be put up where

lots of people will see it. Now create a poster for a one-act play Father Knows Better to be presented at

your college and another poster for a concert to be given on your campus.

There is a model poster for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to you.

Writing Strategy

Tips for writing posters

1. Give the readers all the information they need to know about the event: time, place,

admission charge, etc.

2. Use simple and clear language.

3. A good poster should be so designed as to engage the readers� attention and interest. Graph-

ics are of great help in this regard.
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Here are some sample posters for your reference:

Sample 1

THIS WEEK�S FILM

Name: The Constant Gardener

Time: 7:00 p.m. Saturday, May 20

Place: College Auditorium

Admission Charge: 10 yuan

Ticket Office: Room 108, Building 3

TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT, GET YOUR

TICKET NOW!

                          The Cultural Recreation Department

                                of The Students� Union

Sample 2

POP

MUSIC

CONCERT

7:15 p.m. Friday September 24 at the Students� Club

Featuring locally known young musicians

Free for students with student ID�s

Tickets at 15 yuan for all others

The Students� Government

Sept. 19, 2010
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Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have a classmate evaluate

your work. So do the following after writing:

1. Go through your writing carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below. Put

down yes or no.

2. Exchange posters and checklists with your partner and check each other�s work. Write yes or

no answers on your partner�s checklist.

Checklist

QuestionsQuestions

QuestionsQuestions

Questions

My AnswersMy Answers

My AnswersMy Answers

My Answers

ClassmateClassmate

ClassmateClassmate

Classmate

��

��

�

s Answerss Answers

s Answerss Answers

s Answers

1. Do the posters provide the infor-

mation the readers need to know?

2. Is the language simple and clear?

3. Can the posters arouse the readers�

interest?

4. Are there any mistakes in spelling?

5. Are there any mistakes in grammar?

Rewrite your posters with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.

外
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